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EEKLY KEN  UC
HOPKINSVILLE,
, PETREL & Co.
CHRISTIAN. COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1896.
BREEZY CITY GOSSIP.
Some Stories That Are Short
fl and Salient.
SHOES, : HATS : AND : FURNISHINGS.
OiirSpeelial
Leader - - $1.50
Solid Service - - 1.50
Good Luck school shoes, .75, $1, 1.25
Hopkinsville, •
Sign of the BIG BOOT.
Kentucky.




Makes the thrifty planter all the
keener to increase the quantity and
improve the quality of such prod-
ucts. Aware of this fact, we try to
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implement line to offer him. In grain




They are made both with and with-
out the fertilizer attachment. The
Superior is made with either discs or
hoes for putting in the grain; the
Empire is made with the hoes only.
They are the best drills money can
buy, and, owing to the variety in
- volt"
constructin, they afford the follow-
lowing lins of drills to select from:
Superior Make:
A Disc Drill with Fertilizer attachment.
A Disc Drill without fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill without fertilizer attachment.
EmpireNake:
A Hoe Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hoe Drill without fertilizer attachment.
Any one can be suited in this large
line.
FOR IFS & BRO.,
Tenth and Main Streets.
issimmosimmm•B





Blind for Thirty Years.
Thomas Hammond, one of the oldest
citizen's in Christian county, died Thurs.
night at his home in Bainbridge. He
was ninety year. old and had been to-
tally blind for thirty year..
Rather Romantic.
James H. Juckett, aged fifty, and
Mrs. Maggie Pritt, aged sixteen, both of
Moteromery county, Tenn., were married
here by Judge Breathitt. This is the
young bride's second matrimonial ven-
ture, her first marriage having occurred
when she was only thirteen. Her first
husband died a few months ago.
The Date Changed.
The date of the Pembroke barbecue
has been changed from the 23d inst. to
the 22d inst. The occassion will be
thoroughly pleasant. No peeple on the
globe are more hospitable than Pem-
brokiaus, and the weleoine they will
give to visitors will be most cordial.
Celebrated orators will address the
crowd.
Dropped Dead at Pembroke.
Mrs. J. L Harris, of Pembroke, drop-
ped dead Wednesday. She was subject
to att: &es of the heart. She was a wo-
man of admirable character and lovable
disposition. Besides a host of friends
she leaves a husband and one child.
She was thirty-seven year. old. The
remains were buried in the Goshen
grave yard.
Will go to the Country. •
Dr. J. A. Southall, vvho has been prac-
ticing his profession in this city for a
number of years, will remove to the
enintry in a few days. His health is
not good and he hopes to be benefitteel
by a change of scene and retirement
from work. He is one of the most popu-
lar physicians in the city and his hun-




The enrollment of the Hopkinsville
colored public school is as follows:
AL F. Total
tirade 5th J. P. Jetton . 1 22 21
• 7113 W. Oro:laugh . 12 8 21)
"eta Mrs. J. L. 1'48)10 14 17
•• 6ga Mls. Rosa Morgan 22 44
4th Littlepttli r IC 17
•• *rd Mr.. Mollie Poston In 2?
• 11. 2nd M1%, 511111e Davis . 17 ITS
"I,. Ind Mr.. J. All,-11 21 42
" T. U. ot :14
Peiniary bine V. S. 'Merl 52 41 11114
--
Total. :en rila






The animal Conference of the M. E
church South will meet in Hopkinsville
on the 23d of this month. The first con-
ference after the separation from the
M. E Church North was held in Hop-
kinsville October 14-20, 1846, Bishop
James 0. Andreas presided, A. C. De-
Witt was secretary, says the Fairview
Review. Of the number then present
only three so far as Wt. can learn ale
alive, the rest having gone to reap the
reward that awaits the faithful servants
of God.
The Banner County.
Covington Commonwealth: " viess
county is the banner tobacco cowl in
this State. Her product for 1495 is` re-
ported at 13,575,120 pounds. Gr Nee
county is a good second with 12,41 900
pounds and Henderson comes th d
with 11,931,350 pounds. Hopkins coun-
ty shows up with 9,103,000 pounds, with
Webster close up with 8,286,966. Lo-
gan county reports 7,642,300 and several
counties are credited with over 6,000,000
pounds. The total yield of the State for
1895 was 229,972,482 pounds. Kentucky
is a great tobacco State."
Held Over to the Grand Jury.
The examining trial of Fred Garrott,
who shot his brother early last week
on a farm near Kennedy, was held be-
fore Judge. Breathitt last Friday and
to the surprise of ninny persons the de-
fendent was held over to the
grand jury. Garrott's lawyers asked
that their client he released either on
his own recognizance or a bond not ex-
ceeding 425. The court fixed the bond
at $125. This was given by Mr. Phil
Wills, who said that if necessary he
would go on the uegro's bond for $1,-
000. The Coroner's jury returned a ver-
dict to the effect that the killing was
done in self defense. Judge Breathitt,
after hearing the testimony, stated that




Miss Katie McDaniel, County Super-
intendent, requests the publication of
the following announcement:
The County Teachers' Association for
the Fruit Hill Magisterial District will
meet at Fruit Hill on Saturday, Sep-
tember 19, 1896, at 10 a. m. All are
cordially invited to attend. The school
districts included are Nos. 3, 4 5, 8, 14,
21, 27, 31, 33, 35, 39, 41, 43, 44, 4.5, 51, 5e,
56, 60, 66, 68, 73, 80 and 88. Every
teacher who fails to attend is required
by law to teach an extra day therefor.
Please all bring your Institute 'song
book, "The School Bell," as we expect
to have nice music on this occasion by
the pupils of some of the schools. The
program, which will be interspersed
with music, will be as follows:
Devotional exercises, Miss Emma
Courtney.
Opening address, Charles Croft.
"How to obtain regular attendance at
school, including a discussion of the
Compulsory Law"-W. W. Armer,
Misses Kate Clark and Mina Griffin.
Class Drill in primary reading-Pu-
pils of Fruit Hill district and Dogwood
Chapel district.
"How to make the school a success"-
John Sollee, A. J. Estis and John Keith.
"How to teach Percentage"-L. R.
Ray, J. L. Manire and Miss Carrie
Brasher.
"How to make Association Work a
success"-J. G. Wright, H. H. West
and Mies Hattie Clark.
Question drawer and general discus-
sion.
Broker /Males' Report.
Hcpkinsville, Ky., Sept. 12th 1896.
Editor KY. NEW ERA
The market opened quite active and
excepting some few irregularities re-
mained so throughout the sale. Good
to fine tobacco very strong. Medium
grades were firm while the common
grades were 'steady. Receipts have been
!quite liberal and offerings larger than
for some weeks past. The new crop has
nearly all been housed and cured prob-
ably one-tenth late I lantings yet stand-
ing promises to be short, fat to-
bacco. 
Leos.
$1 00 to $200
2 00 to 300
8 00 W 4(X)
4 00 W 450
LEAF.
Common  $23 oo to $5 00
Medium  500 to 800
Good.   800to10 00
Fine ......... . 10 00 to 14 00
WRAPPERS.
Short Plage,  V; 00 to 12 50
Long 10 00 to 14 00
WRAPPERS 1.1•001E.
Medium.   $6 00 to 8 00
Good  ti 00 to 10 00







The weekly report of the Hopkinsville
Tobace o Market for week ending Sept.
Ilth, 1896:
Receit ts for week.  480 hhds
Receii ts for year  19,285 hhds
Sales for week  620 hhds
Sales for year. 15,164 hhds
Offerings for week   815 hhds
D. F. SMITHSON.
DESPERADO CAUGHT.
For several weeks a gang of despera-
dors kept the peeople of the St. Elmo
neighl orhood in doors at night and ter-
rified the community at large.
Esuly last week the fellows held up
some colored men near Pembroke and
r Lbed them of a pistol, some money,
and several articles of value. Will Mor-
rison. who is supposed to be a member
of the gang, was arrested last week by
an ofli •er and was held overe under
bond, to the grand jury.
Fri. night two other alleged members
were captured. One of them is in jail
here and the other gave bond. They
were arrested in a barn near St. Elmo
by Deputy Sheriffs Eldridge Wilkins
and Bob Davis and Constable Bob
Meecham. The highwaymen were in a
barn, which was stormed by the officere.
The men under arrest are Lincoln Mor-
gan and Henry Reeves.
Three negroes who are supposed to be
members of the band are at liberty, but
it is leliev(d that they will be captured
1400 'a.
THE BIG BARBECUE.
The Ltst of Committees Appointed by
the Bryan and Sewall Club of
This City.
At the last meeting of the Bryan and
Sewall Club to arrange for the big bar-
becue. and Democratic rally to be give.:
near Hopkinsville soon the following
committees were eppointed:
Executive Committee- Buckner Leav-
ell, chairman; J. M. Higgins, J. T. Ee-
munds, secretary and treasurer.
Committee on Speeches-U. V. Green,
chairman; Thos. Monow, Hunter
Wood, W. R. Howell.
Committee on Water-Monroe Dal-
ton.
Committee on Barbecue-Dick Morris.
Bob Hurt.
Local Committee on Contribution-
Wm. Davidson, J. M. Oliver, Jim West,
R. H. Holland, Walker Wood, Lucien
Cravens, I). Lee Johnson, Win. Rags-
dale, Sr.. Tom Wail, Judge Hanbery,
Wm. Vaughn, M. C. Forbes, Gus Coop-
er.
Committee on grounds-Lowe John-
son, Wm. Reader, Wm. West.
Committee on Bread-J.' B. Galbreath.
Committee on Table-J. R. Caudle,
J. Bankhead Dade, Isaac Garrott, of
Pembroke, Van M. Dalin, John Reed,
Dudly McClendon.
Committee on Platform-Wni. Long.
Committee on Music and Disposition
of Grounds-The Executive Committee
as a whole.
The Committee on Contributions will
meet to-morrow evening at the office of
Mr. Wm. Ragsdale, in the Ragsdale.
Cooper & Co. building, and it is desira-
ble that all the members of the com-
mittee be present.
The place selected for the barbecue is
by far the prettiest spot to be found any-
where around Hopkinsville. It is a
beautiful grove on the farm of Mr. Lowe
Johnson, and is situated on the Madi-
sonville road about a mile and a quarter
from the court-house. The grounds
will be fixed up especially for the occa-
sion; seats, tables, an arbor &c., will be
arranged for the convenience of the
gtIcts.
The committee having charge of the
are-angemens for speakers is now In
communication with some of the most
celebrated orators in the country, and
will have some men of national reputa-
tion to deliver addressee at this barbe-
cue.
It is the intention of the Bryan and
Sewall club to make this the greatest
gathering of Democrats ever seen in
Christian county.
Joined In Marriage.
Thomas W. Stars and Miss Elizabeth
E. White, a young couple from Haley's
Mill, Ky., were married in this city Fri-








NOTES ANENT PEOPLE. POLITICAL POINTERS.
Social Functions-Fair Hop The Clubs-
Other Items of Interest.
YOUSiost ERS W11.1.111VE IT.
"The crowning feature of fair week"
may be a ball, but it won't be given by
the men of the older act. Tine matter
has been discussed pro and con and a
conclusion has been reached. The older
boys will put the money usually ex-
pended in a fair hop in a German club
and will have a series of dances at Ho-
tel Latham this winter. It omits in the
neighborhood of $300 to give anything
like a successful fair ball, and a dozen
small dances can be arranged for that
amount. The younger boys, however,
are exceedingly anxious to let folks from
other towns know how they look in
dress suits, so they will raise the money
and get up a hop.
+++
SADLY MIMED.
Bro. Preetridge is down with typhoid
fever. Many prayers have been offered
and many more will be when this is
read. His mother, wife, a trained nurse
and the best medical talent in Williams-
burg, are doing all they can for him.
His genial, suushiny face was sadly
MI/480c1 at our Sunday-school conven-
tion.-Baptist Evangelist.
4-Sh
ILL FROM TYPHOID FEVER.
Mr. R. M. Conway, the popular real
estate agent who spends much of his
time in this city, is confined to his bed




Mr. Robert Fowler, a brother of Mas-
ter Commissioner W. T. Fowler, has
resigned his place with R. C. Hard-
wick. To morrow he has gone to Lords-
yule to enter a school of pharmacy.
+++
JOINED IN WEDLOCK.
Mr. W. 0. Crabtree and Miss Lelia
Hanby, of Nortonville, were married
Wednesday at the residence Mrs. Cy.
Simone, of Madisonville. They are
spending the honeymoon in Nashville.
There were no paternal objections to the
union of the young couple, but they
thought it romantic to have the cere-
mony solemnized away from home.
+++
LOCAL GLEE CLUB.
Friday night a company of glee sing-
ers from Hopkinsville gave an enter-
tainment at the colored Baptist church.
Quite a crowd of Elkton's society people
were in attendance, and the music,
which was really good, was enjoyed
very much -Todd County Times.
+++
LOSS AND GAIN.
Mr. Robert McDaniel, who has had
charge of the local columns of the Inde-
pendent this summer, has resigned his
position and will go to Nashville next
week to complete a course in the medi-
cal college. He has been doing some
highly creditable work on the paper and
his determination to enter another pro-
fession causes journalism to loose a very
premixing meniber. He will be suc-
ceeded by Mr. Hugh Campbell, a son of
the late E. P. Campbell, who has been
connected with the typographical de-
partments of all the local papers, and
the information gained in this way will
be valuable to him. He is intelligent
and one of the best-read young men in
the city. The New Ewe extends the
glad hand to him.
+ + +
LUCIEN SHIELDS MAR/TIES.
Mr. Lucien B. Shields, foimerly of
this city, and who for the past season
has been connected wille's Lookout Inn,
was married hue week to Miss Mary
Hickman, a pretty and bright young
lady of Chattanooga. The many Hop-
kiresville friends of Mr. Shields wish




The Bachelor Maids have held a
meeting and elected officers. Miss [Liz-
zie Gaither was chosen to succeed the
late Miss Bessie Canipbell as President.
Miss Richie Burnett was elected Seers.-
trued Treasurer, rice Miss Willie
Rust, whose term of office has expired.
TWO TALES ARE TOLD.
Did John, Jr., Please the People of
Princeton?
A dispatch from Princeton says:
Hon. John Feland, Jr., addressed a
large crowd of Republicans at the opera
house here this afternoon. His speech
was greeted with loud and frequent ap-
plause, and seemed to please the crowd.
It bad been rumored that Hon. Charles
K. Wheeler, the recently nominated
Democratic candidate for Congress,
would be here to reply to Mr. Feland,
so the Republicans rented the opera
house in order to have the entire time
to themselves."
Rewarding the game 'speaking the
Oweneboro Messenger of yesterday
says:
"At Princeton, Ky., the Republicans
for the past few weeks have been scat-
tering broadcast dodgers announcing
that John Feland. Jr., would speak
there on the 12th. Nearly every Re-
publican in the county was on hand at
the appointed time. The Democrats re-
quested a division of time between Fe-
land and Hon. Win. Marble, but the re-
quest was refused by the Republicans.
It seems that Feland hardly came up to
the expectations of the "Lilly Whites,"
for at the close of the meeting there
were many completely disgusted with
the Speaker. Feland's statements were
grossly misleading and he received very
little applause."
Ropkinsviiis vs. Clarksville.
It is generally understood that the to-
bacco excitement is the result of a war
between Clarksville and Hopkinsville.
Last year the latter got more Robertson
county tobacco than was profitable to
Clarksville, and she is now making an
effort to counteract that move. It has
gotten to be a desperate fight, but the
farmers are smiling at the 'splendid
prices they are getting for the crop.
Almost anything brings $10. A fine
crop $12.50 to $14, and fancy $14 to $16.
A farmer who would grumble at these
figures ought tote taken out and shot.
But of course this rivalry is not at the
bottom ef the boom. The great devasta-
tion of tobacco in the dark district is
the real impetus given to prices, but it
Is stimulated greatly by the rivalry.-
[ Springfield Herald.
Building Lots For Salo.
Two nice lots on South Main street
Apply at this office. jy18.
Local Matters Whig Will Entertain ManyNow
Era Readers.
It is possible that Senator Henry M.
Teller, of Colorado, will speak at the
Pembroke barbecue.
111.•
The Governor has issued a proclama-
tion calling for a special election in the
First Appellate district to select Judge
Grace's successor, and one in Louisville
to select Judge Jackson and Judge No-
ble's suceesser. The election will take
place at the reveler election Novembe r
8rd.
eti•
There are so many Presidential tick-
eta this year, that some Hopkinsville
citizens are tind'ug it diftleult to remem-
ber all of them. By request the New










The last two ticket's can only get on
the ballot in Kentucky by presenting a
a petition with 1,000 names each.
•••
A carious feature of political life will
be shown up at the city of Hopkinsville
on the 2$d of September. The free silver
committee having asked Railroad Com-
missioner Dempsey, and all round free
silverite, to speak at that town, and the
Republican Committee having asked the
Hon. H. S. Irwin, also Railroad Com-
missioner, to address the dear people.
It has been mutually agreed says the
Frankfort Capital, that while making
their inspection of roads in that section
of the State the two Commissioners will
stop at Hopkinsville on the above date
and each one expound his own cause,
the one for McKinley and the other for
Bryan. Those who have heard the
speakers know there is a treat in store
for all who Rend.
•••
Dr. John D. Clardy and E. T. Franke,
candidates for Congress from this dis-
trict, have arranged the following joint
appointment,:
Cal boon,  
Hawes-ville,
Wednesday, Sept. 23
 Thursday, Sept. 24
Owereboro,  Friday, Sept. 24
Morganfield,  Saturday, Sept. 26
Uniontown (at reght) Sat'day, Sept. 26




 Tuesday, Sopt. 20
 Wednesday, Sept. 30
  Mouday, Oct. 5
W. T. Fowler, Chairman, has issued
the following call:
The County Executive Committee of
Christian county is hereby called to
meet in the Circuit Court room, Hop-
kinsville, Ky., on Saturday, Sept. Ile
1896, to consider some important mat-
ters relative to the coining Congressional
and National campaigns.
THE WIFE IS IMPLICATED.
A Princeton Woman Talks a Trifle Too
Much.
The New ERA Friday contained a
brief account of the killing of Tom
White near Princeton. No motive for
the murder was known at that time.
'enuireMoore held an inquest over the
body and as a result White's wife is
locked up in jail on the charge of being
implicated in the murder.
If she knows anything she is too
smart to tell it and refuses to talk. It
develops that three men went to White's
house and killed him. A short time ago
White and his wife became involved in
a difficulty, and he beat her with a
stick. In talking with some women
about the tragedy, White's wife re-
marked "they went too far with it,"
and this remark and some other circum-
stances caused the officers to suspect
that she knew something of it. 'Squire
Moore remanded her to jail until an ex-
amination can be held.
TALKED OF BOYHOOD DAYS.
Gen. Palmer Asks Questions About
Christian County Friends.
The Courier Journal ears:
In Judge Phillips Gen. Palmer found
that he had met an old friend,or at least
a friend who knows friend's of his boy-
hood days in Christian county. The old
warrior's face lighted up with pleasure.
and in spite of the fatigue that he must
have felt from the constant handshak-
ing, he carried on a spirited conversa-
tion with Judge Phillips. He fired q11108-
OM after question at his visitor "How
are my old friends, Ned Bradshaw and
his brothers?" he asked. "I remember
the last time I saw him, and recall di.-
timidly the last words he said. You
know my father bought his first piece of
land in Christian county from Ned
Bradshaw. One thing I remember par-
ticularly well is the fact that the coun-
try Was covered with young pima. We
boys used to play among them, and we
used to shoot wild pigeons, which came
there in great numbers. I believe a
famous old pigeon roost was located
near there some place."
The Local Market.
The last report of M. H. Clark & Bro.
regarding the Hopkinsville market is as
follows: Receipts since last report 38-4
hhds.; receipts to date 17,767 hhds.; re-
ceipts to same time last year 11,640
hhds.; sales since last report 629 ;
sales to date 15,164 hhds.; 'sales to same
time last year 12,722. Our market this
week continued very strong on all de-
sirable styles of both leaf and lugs, and
some approximations are now taken at
quite full prices that were palmed al-
moot unnoticed a month or two ago.
That portion of the new crop that has
not yet been housed is steadily gaining
in size and fatness under the recent dry
hot weather with cool nights. We
quote; Common lugs $1.00ez 2.00:
medium lugs $2.2500.00; good lugs
$8.25(a 4.00; common leaf $3.60ea 6 50;
medium leaf $7.00019.00; good leaf $9.50
or 11.00; fine leaf $11.50.r 13.00. Offer-
ings tiel; rejections 257.
The Ladles.
The pleasant effect and perfect ty
with which ladies may use Syrup
Fire, under all conditions, inakea it
their favorite remedy. To get the true
and genuine article, look for the name
of the California Fig Syrup Corn y,
printed near the bottom of the








Ventrileguist ..anna : "You will observe, ladies and gentlemen, that
the little figures speak exactly as I threat." Si.-Louis Republic.
BROKE HIS LEG.
[srectiLL TO NEW ERA,
Louisville, Sept. 11.-Ex-Gov. John
Young Brown's crippled leg gave way
yesterday, as he was standing on a
cross-tie arranged for a seat at the
Fourth-avenue crossing of the Southern
railroad. He fell heavily and broke his
leg, his arm and his collar-bone. While
his injuries are serious, they are not
considered dangeroes.
REMARMABLE FREAKS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Cincinnati, O., Sept. 11.-Emma
Byer, 15 years pf age, living on Budd
street, has two;birthmarks. In the left
eye is the perfect image of a negro body
in a white waist and dark skirt. In the
right eye is a fez and above it is an in-
terrogation mark. It is supposed Mrs.
Byer gave the Impression to her daugh-
ter's eyes by gazing in a show window,
wishing she could purchase a doll. The
girl is very bright, and the images do
not affect her sight. Sh-• wear, dark
glasses, hesitates of sensitiveness.
FOUR TOIL-GATES BURNED.
[sosciee TO NEW
Springfield, My., Sept. 11.-Never be-
fore was such excitement seen DI now
exists in Washington county over the
question of free turnpikes.The people on
both sides of the question are stirred up
to a white heat, and there are quarrels
and fights every day between men who
favor free turnpikes and those who do
not. A few nights ago there was a large
warehouse in this town burned, and as
it belonged ti .men who opposed free
pikes it was tit once said that free pike
men had buined it. Limit night four
toll-gates, together with the little houses
which the gate-keepers and their fami-
lies resided, were burned by men who
oppose the toll system, so it is said, but
they claim that the other fellows burned
their own I roPerty in order to cause the
people to conic over to their side. An-
archy reigns.
SOVEREIGN ON GOLD MEN.
fePstreL TO NEW ERA]
New York,'Sept. 11.-General Master
Workman James R. Sovereign of the
Knights of Labor has issued an address
to the members of the order and to
workingmen generally, urging them to
support Mr. Bryan in the forthcoming
presidential election. He pays a hand-
some tribute to the Democratic can-
didate as refers to him as the "matchless
champion of the people," under whose
standard all e-orkingmen should unite.
Mr. Sovereign handles the gold party
without gloves.
"They make a false claim," he says,
"to all the honesty, all the morality and
all the philanthropy in the world. They
then charge the advocates of free silver
with dishonesty, repudiation and an-
archy. They pose before the world as
the ordained defenders and saviors of
the poor, down-trodden working people.
If ever there was a ease of stealing the
livery of heat-en to serve the devil, in it
is expressed el the attitude of the money
power toward labor at the opening of
this campaign.
"But they do not stop there They
put into operation the three most potent
powers known to conspirators-decep-
tion, bribery and coercion.
;AFTER HIM
Pert.cLeit. TO NEW ERA)
Chicago, Sept. 12.-Ex-Congressman
H. F. Bartizie, a free silver man, who
was a member of the Fifty-first Con-
gress with McKinley,- and who was also
a member of the special committee of
fifteen appointed by the Republican
caucus to try to draft a "free silver bill"
upon which all Republicans could agree,
is out in an open letb•r to McKinley in
which be retninds him that he, McKin-
ley, was ' frinitic" about free silver and,
as he' was a eandidate for the Speaker-
ship, kept reminding the W stern Con-
gressmen of that fact and asking their
support on that ground. He reminds
McKinley of his vote for the Bland-Alli-
son bill amid says that he was then op-
posed to sue currency system that did
not include the free coinage of silver.
Mr. BartinU says that as McKinley was
such an earliest advocate of free silver
only a few iears ago he ought not now
to be denouticing men as scoundrels for
thinking ashe thought before he was
nominated en a gold platform and may
really thiu.k still.
FR THE TICKET.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Cleveland, 0., Sept 12-The well-
known Toni C. Johnson, of the Twenty-
find Ohio district, is not a candidate for
Congress, but he has declared himself in
favor Df the Chicago ticket and plat-
form.
BETS UNTAKEN.
!SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.
New York, Sept. 12.-Large sums of
money have been placed in the hands of
men here to be bet on Bryan, but TV yet
no gold-bug has been found with enough
confidence in McKinley's chances to
1.21er the money offered The Bryan
men are even offering to give odds, but
can't get their offers tekon
OUGHT TO HAVE BEEN Slioe.
!simmer. TO NEW ERA
Huntington, W. Va., Sept. 14.-Im-
mediately after the burial of his wife,
at Buffalo Valley Baptise Church, near
here, yesterday, Marion Newman was
married, by the preacher who had con-
ducted the funeral service, to Miss Me-
linda Daniels, a 001ISID of his dead wife.
Many of the people in his neighborhood
are indignant over the matter. and are
also abusing the preacher for perform-
ing the ceremony.
REED AND COCKRA.ak
[ SPECIAL TO Kew zee.
Lexington, Ky., Sept. 14.-Tin Re
publicans and the assistant Republicans,
the gold-bugs, have made arrangements
to have Speaker Reed, of Maine, and
Bourke Cocicran, the vill.einous flannel-
mouthed slanderer of the Southern peo-
ple, to deliver addressee in thin city
some day next month, the exact date to
beedetermined later. No Southern man
who has any self-respect or any love for
his country ought to go to hear Bourke
Cockran speak.
WON'T DIVIDE TIME.
[SPECIAL TO New zaa]
Lexington, Ky., Sept. 14.-The Re-
publican State Executive Committee has
decided not to divide time with Demo-
crats during this campaign.
MUCH SPECULATION.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Dec., Sept.. 14.-There is
much speculation in this city as to what
influence President Cleveland and his
Cabinet will have in the campaign. The
ticket is purely an -Administration
ticket," and as the President has in-
dorsed it, and Secretary Carlisle has
pledged himself to give it his earnest
help, people are speculating as to how
much strength will be given the ticket
by these facts. It is the opinion that
the President and the members of the
Cabinet will make a personal matter of
it, and that whatever strength the
ticket will develop will represent their
personal following, as the fight will be
one between them anieheir party.
The Democratic leaders, however, do
not believe that any friends of ether-
no matter how much they may admire
the President and the several members
of his Cabinet on general principles-
will feelcalledupon to desert their party
simply because the Administration has
indorsed another ticket.
A BRIDGE FALLS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Eureka, Cale Sept. 14.-A bridge at
this place gave away this morning with
a passenger train on it, and as a result
four people were instantly killed and
fifteen were' fatally injured. Just as
the train got to about the middle of the
bridge people who were looking at it
saw the structure begin to tremble and
in an instant they were horrified to Pee
it fall, carrying down its load of human
freight to the water many feet below.
It is thought that all the fifteen people
who were hurt will surely die from
their injuries.
A New Paper.
The first issue of the Paducah Sun
has come to the NEW ERA'S exchange
table. It is a bright sheet and brim full
of breezy news. The staff is as follows:
J. P. Hodge, editor: G. H. Dames, as-
sistant editor; Guy Rollston, city editor.'
Mr. Dairies was formerly editor of the
Hopkinsville Barmier.
A CHRISTIAN COUNTY STORY.
A Tale that is Going the Bounds About
Judge White.
A story is going the rounds in Chris-
tian county about the early career and
struggles of Hon. J. D. White, of Bal-
lard county, Democratic nominee for
Appellate Judge, which is worth repeat-
ing, says the Paducah Visitor. Judge
White is unknowu to many of the vot-
ers in that county and naturally when
he was nominated inquiry was made
about what kind of a man he was, and
whither he was rich or poor. "Daddy"
Peal was asked the question in Hop-
kinsville one day and for a joke told his
inquirers that Judge White chopped
cord-wood in his young days in Ballard
county for money with which to buy
law books. One farmer who was pres-
ent and is acquainted with Judge
White said: "Yes, that's right gentle-
men, I know him." The story Was aft-
erwards told extensively over the coun-
try.
The difference between Pills and Sim-
mons Liver Regulator, is just this: Pills
don't go down very easy with most peo-
ple, and you feel them afterwards
Wehile Simmons Liver Regulator in li-
quid or powder is very pleasant to take,
and the only feeling that you have after-
wards is the great relief that it gives
from Constipation, Biliousness, Sick
Headache and Dyspepsia. It is a mild
laxative and a tonic.
They call Bryan and Sewall and other
advocates of free silver coinage, anar-
chists. lunatics and so on. But the men
who have the Republican organization
by the throat are Mark Hanna, hist.
Quay and Tom Platt. There IS no 114k
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NO RIGHT TO COMPLAIN.
No man who voteeagainse Mr. Bryan
on the 3rd of next November ought ever
again to complain about "hard times."
because by voting for Mr. McKinley he
Toms to increase his own taxes, to in-
cream the price of everything that he
has to buy. because the tariff on every-
Ihing will be increased greatly. It was
only stew days ago that McKinley him-
self declared in a speech—and also in
his "Letter of Acceptance," if we mis-
take not—that if he is so fortunate as to
be elected to the Presidency, the first
act of his Administration will be to have
a bill passed increasing the tariff. The
fellows who do not think that their
taxes are high enough are right in favor-
ing McKinley's election, but the poor
fellows who can hardly pay the taxes
now placed upon them—and there are
more men of that sort this year than
there have been for many years—are
very foolish to think for one single mo-
ment of voting for McKinley, the apos-
tle of high protection, the advocate of
force bills, the man that believes that
the President of the Unitesi„States has
the right to send Federal troops into
any State in the Union at any time
without consulting-the authorities of the
State at all, the man that favors the
maintenance of the single gold standard
that can only be maintained by issuing
said selling bonds in time of peace when-
ever the capitalists of the country get
In a few million dollars that they desire
to invest in safe securities that yield
fair interest and are free from taxation,
the man who is being run for the Presi-
dency by a syndicate of capitalists that
paid $118,000 of his debts and now has
in its safe his uncancelled notes of hand
to that amount, which it would hold
over his head as some sword of Damo-
cles if he got into the White House, and
on account of which, whether willing
or not, he would hand ever to it the tax-
ing power of our great government to
be used by as conscienceless a gang of
men as ever attempted to get control of
any government. It is to be sincerely
hoped that an all-wiee Providence will
so direct the judgment of the whole peo-
ple when they go to the polls on Novem-
ber the 3rd that the country may be
spared from such a terrible calamity as
the election of McKinley would be.
A SILLY LIE.
It is calculated to make one very weary
to hear the gold. bugs talking about
fifty-cent dollars. There is no such
thing on earth as a dollar that is not the
creation of some government. When
the United States places its stamp upon
so much silver, or gold or anything else
and says that it is a dollar, it is a dollar
and it will buy as much of anything as
any other dollar, that is, within the
jurisdiction of this government. A bar
of pure gold or pure silver, while it
might ,be worth a thousand dollars.
would not pay a debt of five cents un-
less the creditor should be willing to
accept it in lien of five cents, because
the government has not placed its stamp
upon it and declared it to be money, to
be • legal tender, as it has upon the five
cent piece or upon the five copper cents.
So if the United States Government
places its stamp ,upon 371se grains of
pure silver and declares it be legal ten-
der for dollar then the debtor can offer
the creditor one of those dollars for
every hundred cents that he owes and
the creditor will have to take that dol-
lar and give the debtor credit for 100
cents or he will lose his debt. because
the government says that the debtor has
discharged his obligation when he has
made tender of those dollars at 100 cents
each, and anywhere within the jurisdic-
tion of this government every man must
of necessity, value that dollar at 100
cents, it can have no other value be-
cause it is not redeemable in anything
but is itself the measure, the standard
and, therefore, its value is fixed and can
not fluetuate. So it will be seen that
there is no point in all the talk that the
gold-bags are indulging in about 50-
cent dollars.
BRECK AND THE GOLD-BUGS.
That the gold bugs have grown des-
perate and are willing to go to any ex-
tremity if they think there is a chance
to strengthen their canoe is shown by
the fact that they have taken up W. C.
P. Breckinridge and are making "a big
to do" over him. The gold standard has
certainly done a great deal for Brock,
but it can't make him respectable. His
case is similar to that of the one-gallas
fellow who was appointed to a fourth-
class post-office in Arkansas. The post.
office inspector who went there to trans-
fer the office was met at the station by
a long, lank citizen who only wore one
suspender,* pair of cottonade pants and
a hickory shirt. Seeing no one else
around the inspector approached the
native ,and made known his business,
whereupon he of the one galluareplied :
"I'ze him whew gwine ter take ther
office, l'ze been er votin therRepublikin
tickit for moren twenty year and I
ain't had no office yit, so I'zee in a
hurry to qualify." At the word qualify
the inspector, overcoming a strong de-
sire to laugh,said, "My friend, I'm only
human, I can swear you in, but all hell
can't qualify you." The gold-bugs have
taken Areck up and pushed him to the
front but they can't make him respecta-
ble, with all their money they can't
make people change their opinions of
him.
REPUBLICAN METHODS
Whenever some renegade Democrat
announces his intention to support Mc-
Kinley, the Hanna organs come out
with big headlines over an article that
announce* that "Col. — —, who has
ever since he became old enough to vote
been one of the acknowledged leaders
of the Democracy of his State, declares
that he can not mallow Bryan and his
anarchistic and Populistic platforms,
but has determined to protest against
repudiation and dishonesty by casting
his vote for Mr. McKinley, regarding
his election as necessary to maintain
the good name of this country abroad.
The Colonel has a host ef admirers and
friends who are always guided by his
advice and they will follow his example
and vote for Mr. McKinley." In the
majority of cases "the Colonel" has
has been sort of a half-way Republican
all his life. These papers, however,
never think it necessary to nay anything
when 150 or 200 life-long Republicans
get together and organize a Bryan and
Sewall club, as has been and is still be-
ing done almost daily in strong Repub-
lican States, even in Mr. McKinley's
own State.
Hanna will find on November 3rd that
`-'utql1.1§8 ElOglioda" do not satrap win,
ellibiessaMaWdledifteealleniaaitaineesee. Tettallarglilitrakjete"-f.:;•ager. 790."3S1041340***142110=4":4..L4.044;a4M16..1.4... ,gos."..„..„„ eeeweeesalltiPlire33003406ei
THE VALUE OF A DOLLAR.
The gold-bug press has a great deal to
say about the present value of our dol-
lar—that it will buy more of the neeee-
ou-iee of life than it ever did before.
While this may be true, yet it is also
true that the dollar is now harder to get
than it ever was before in the bitdory of
the country. What good does it do a
man to know that a dollar will buy so
much when he can't get possession of
one of thew dollars? The reason why
the dollar will buy so much is that there
are so few of them and they are so hard
to get, and this is all brought about by
the single gold standard, which by caus-
ing all our dollars to be measured by the
gold dollar, has practically reduced the
metallic money one-half, thereby mak-
ing all the dollars twice as valuable,
twice as hard to get, requiring twice so
much labor to get one of them, as justice
demands. The money power has brought
about this condition of affairs in order
to double its wealth, doublee its hold up-
on the masses of the people. By the de-
monetization of silver the capitalists, by
reducing the stock of money one-half
fraudulently doubled their wealth with-
out any exertion or risk on their part
and also at the same time doubled the
debts of the men who owed them,
doubled the debts by making a dollar
twice as hard to get, by making it take
twice as much labor to buy a dollarand
the people who have been robbed in this
way now desire—not to take from the
capitalist anything that is justly his, as
the gold-bugs pretend—but they simply
desire to take from him that which he
frandulehtly—no matter if it was done
according to law—gained by doubling
his wealth by demonetizing half of the
metallic money of the country, they
simply desire to restore to the whole
people that which the capitalists took
from them, and this they will do by re-
monetizing silver, which, by doubling
the amount of our money of final re-
demption, will take away the fictitious
value that the capitalists by means of
the act of 1873 added to the dollar and
will leave it SP a fair measure at labor—
which it is not at present, as we can all
see by looking around us that met/cured
by labor or any commodity it doubles
them in value, and unless the single
gold standard is soon done away with
the dollar will continue to grow more
valuable and by the end of thirty more
yeare it will treble or even quadruple
in value when compared to labor and
the products of labor.
COERCION WILL NOT PAY.
If McKinley were made of the proper
stuff, of the stuff that a man fit to be a
candidate for the Presidency should be
made of, he would have self-respect
enough to cause him to order the Re-
publican managers to change their cam-
paign methods in so far as they are
having the big corporations to compel
their employes—under penalty of dis-
missal if they refuse—to "call on" him
at his home at Canton, 0. The proper
sort of a man would not—even for the
sake of being President—have men
forced to call on him, forced to listen to
him speak when they did not desire to
do so; and that McKinley does not pro-
test against such methods on the part of
his campaign managers, but on the con-
trary encourages them, shows conclu-
sively that he is not fit to be President
of the United States. A man who is so
lacking in respect for himself as this
course shows McKinley to be, cannot
expect other people to have much res-
pect for him. As McKinley is afraid to
meet Mr. Bryan in joint debate, he has
a perfect right to remain at home, but
he has no right to make the corporations
drive men to hear him. No man who
knows Mr. Bryan supposes for an in-
stant that he would speak to men who
might be in any way forced to call on
him; he's not that sort of a hair-pin.
McKinley and his gang will find when
it is too late that the American people
will not put up with coercion. The
men who are now being driven like cat-
tle to hear McKinley despise the candi-
date and the party that think that the
man who employs laborers thereby ac-
quires the right to control their votes,
and while they cannot say anything
now, they will make themselves heard
and felt when they go to the polls on
the 3rd of next November and place se-
cret ballots in the box. They will re-
sent the insult to their manhood, and
resent it in such a way as to make them-
selves felt and prevent the Republican
party from ever making another . cam-
paign on the idea that that toe employer
owns the laborer and has the right to
make him vote against his will for men
and measures that do not meet with his
approval. The mere fact that the Re-
publicans have resorted to such tactics
shows that they have grown desperate,
that they already see the handwriting
upon the wall, but will gather their
forces together for one more mighty ef-
fort and that they care not what means
they make use of if there is the slight-
est chance of success.
A CHANGE FOR THE WORSE.
The Boltocratic candidate for Presi-
dent, Gen. Palmer, and his gang call
the Democrats anarchists because they
are opposed to Federal troops being sent
into a State by the President of the
United States without having been
asked to do so by the Governor of the
State. Directly after the great fire in
Chicago in 1873 thieves were robbing
the people very extensively, so Gen.
Grant, then President, ordered Gen.
Sheridan to move into that city with
his troops and put a stop to the stealing,
but he did not consult Gen. Palmer, the
"Governor of Illinois, as he ought tokave
done, 80 Palmer got very angry and pro-
tested against Federal interference in
the affairs of the State of Illinois, and
in his letter to the President were the
following words:
"It seems to me to be very well set-
tled as a principle of American public
law that the duty of protecting person
and property, and the preservation of
public order and peace against the ef-
forts of disorderly persons, or fromcal
internal disturbance, is the peculiarand
exclusive duty of the States, with which
the government of the United States has
no concern and in which it cannot inter-
fere, except upon the application of the
legislature or the executive of the
States, as contemplated by the Conetitn-
tion ; and that any attempt by the offi-
cers of the United States army to em-
ploy any part of the military _force; as
proposed must be improper, because vio-
lative of the constitution and the laws."
Gen. Palmer was right when he wrote
those words, and he felt that he was, as
is shown by the fact that he left the
Republican party on account of the
matter. But now that the Democratic
party is contending for the same princi-
ples that he contended for then, he and
his gaag call the members of the party
anarchists. So far as that matter is
concerned Gen. Palmer is much nearer
being an anarchist now than he was
when he wrote that communication to
President Grant. Ho has made a
change for the worse.
The Republicans pretend to think Mr.
Bryan is ignorant, yet they are afraid
for McKinley to meet him in joint de-
bate. They show that they have an ex-
ceedingly poor opinion of the ability of
their candidate when they are afraid
for him to meet an ignorant man.
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Care,
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Prow., Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last fifteen years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions. and financially
able to tircarrymont any obligation madeby
West & Tauex, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo 0. •
WeLmee, Kisiess de MARVIN, Whole-
sale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Care is taken :inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of tho system.
Price The per bottle. Sold by all drug-





The idea of President Cleveland and:l
his Cabinet speaking of Bryan and his
supporters as traitors is really amusing
1 when one remembers that President
!Cleveland, when he made up his Cabi-
! net at the leginniug of his second term,
I passed over the able party leaders. over
! the men who,by reason of their services
to the party and their ability as lawyers
were entitled to recognition, and se-
lected one Richard Olney, who was the
chief attorney of the Whisky Trust, an
unlawful organization,, to be the Attor-
ney General of the United States. This
Olney did not resign his position with
the Whisky Trust when he became At-
torney General, but continued to be its
chief counsel, to direct it how to pro-
ceed in order to evade the laws which
as Attorney General he had taken an
oath to enforce, and when an effort was
made to break up all the Trusts, as they
were unlawful concerns, he refused
either to prosecute them or allow them
to be prosecuted by the Department of
Justice, of which he was the unworthy
head, claiming that the anti-Trust law
wee unconstitutional, which, if true,
was no business of his and did not in
the slightest degree ?excuse him for not
attempting to enforce it, because his of-
fice did not make him judge of the con-
stitutionality of the laws of the United
States—there being a Supreme Court
for that purpose—but his oath simply
required him to try to enforce the laws
as he found them laid down. Mr. Ol-
ney continued to be the chief adviser of
the Whisky Trust until it went into the
hands of a receiver. In view of this be-
trayal of his trust, or rather not his
trust—for he stuck to that—but the
trust that the people through their ser-
vant, the President, placed in his hands
when he was made the Attorney Gene-
ral of the United States, his refusal to
allow the law to be enforced against the
Trusts because he was the chief attor-
ney for one, he and his friend, the Pres-
ident, who put him into office and kept
him there when he knew that he (Ol-
ney) was not only not enforcing the
law, but was aiding an unlawful organ-
ization in evading it, are the very last
men in the world who ought to call any-
body a traitor. The President and his
friend Olney ought to keep very quiet
daring the rest of time they are in el-
lice, as the Democrats of the entire
country have shown them pretty clearly
that they have had enough of them and
their methods.
AGAINST THE POOR MAN.
When workingmen are trying to de-
termine with which party they shall
vote at the November election, let them
remember the treatment that labor un-
ions have always received at the hands
of the Republican press and the Repub-
lican party. On all important occasions
the Republican press has been against
the unions and have tried to put the
people against them; and that is because
of the fact that the capitalists of the
country, who compose all the large cor-
porations of every sort that oppress the
laborers, aro with very few insignificant
exceptions members of the Republican
party, and good paying members when
a campaign is on. That is the reason
why the Republican party when it has
been in power has always legislated in
favor of the capitalists and against the
masses of the people, and that it does do
so can be easily seen by any man of or-
dinary intelligence who will take the
trouble to go back and look into the leg-
islation for the past thirty years. How
any man who has to work for his daily
bread, and who will stop and think for
a moment of the manner in which the
masses have been oppressed and ground
down by the capitalists backed by the
Republican party can hesitate about
voting against that party is almost be-
yond the ability of man to understand.
By McKinley's election the poor man
would be made to pay far more for
everything he would have to buy—all
the necessaries of life would be raised
higher through means of the tariff law
that McKinley himself declares would
be the first law that he would have en-
acted. Taxes are high enough now, but
they will be fifty per cent. higher if Mc-
Kinley happens, unfortunately for the
country, to be elected to the Presidency.
MAN AND CAUSE BOTH WEAK.
Hanna is wise in not allowing McKin-
ley to meet Bryan in joint debate, but
what must the people of the country at
large, and especially the thousands of
workingmen of Chicago who have asked
for a joint debate between the two can-
didates think of a party that nominates
for the Presidency, for the highest office
within the gift of the people, a man who
is not qualified to meet his opponent in
joint debate? If McKinley is the able
statesman that his followers pretend
that he is, if he is fit and qualified to be
President of the United States, then he
ought not to be afraid to meet Bryan
and discuss the questions in which all
the people are deeply interested, and if
he is—and it is very evident that he is—
then he is not the proper man to be
placed at the head of the affairs of a
great country. McKinley ought either
to meet his opponent in joint debate or
else get off the track and allow some ca-
pable man to take his place. The truth
of the business is that the Republicans
have not only a very weak cause, but
also an exceedingly weak man to uphold
that cause—and the people of the entire
country, or rather all who are not
blinded by party prejudice, are rapidly
coming to realize these two facts.
HE'S EVIDENTLY CRAZY.
That Tom Watson intuit be insane is
shown by the fact that he says that he
is tired of being trifled with, and that
he intends to see Mr. Bryan personally
and give him the choice between drop-
ping Sewall or having a middle-of-the-
road Populist nominated for the Presi-
dency. Watson is either crazy or else
he is being paid a big price to act as he
has been acting ever since the middle-
of-the-road men fraudulently nominat-
ed him in the- St. Louis convention. It
is a great shame that any considerable
number of men should be found willing
to support such a fellow at Tom Watson
for any office, much less Vice President
of the United States.
If Palmer's course while Military
Governor at Louisville was not that of
an anarchist, we would like to know
what it lacked? He aided in taking the
property of law-abiding citizens into
another State, beyond their reach, which
was in violation of the Federel as well
as the State law. Is a man who has
been guilty of such conduct fit to be
even a candidate for the Presidency?
The great powers of Europe ought not
to wait for Thanksgiving Day before
cutting Turkey up. The existence of
the Sultan's government is a disgrace to
civilization. The government should at
once be abolished, the territory divided
and the inhabitants scattered over the
world so that they could do no more
harm.
The last outbreak against the Armen-
ians ought to seal the Sultan's doom.
Housekeeping.
If a woman is in good health there is
no more healthful employment than
housework. Generally speaking, there
DI no happier woman in the world. But
how different when every breath is pain,
every step torture ! This state of health,
al nine cases out of ten comes from de-
rangements of ttig delicate, fininine or-
gans of generation. The family doctor
inquires first concerning those. He most
usually innate upon an "examination."
From this the modest woman naturally
shrinks. She is right. Except in very
unusual cases of "female weakness" ex-
aminations are unnecessary. Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription is a sim-
ple, natural remedy for these ills. It
cures safely, permanently.
Send 21 one-cent stamps to cover cost
of mailing only, and receive free a cop
MANY THEORIES. !SLAUGHTER IS AWFUL.
Never before in the history of the '
United States have there been so many
different theories advanced as to how to !
improve our currency system as there
have been since the present campaign
began, and as a usual thing these theo-
ries are advanced by men who are en-
tirely unknown to the general public.
One J. 13. Watkins, who it seems re-
sides at Lawrence, Kansas. has a very
-original" idea as to the currency ques-
tion. He opposes the gold standard and
also the free and unlimited coinage of
silver. He wants gold and silver both
used in unlimited quantities, but lie
wants them to be used each day accord-
ing to their commercial value in the
markets of the world on the day on
which they are used and he says that in
that way and in no other way can the
gold and silver dollar be kept on an
equal footing, the parity be maintained.
This plan he assures his readers in "The
True Money System for the United
States" is the only pan l of practical bi-
metallism. He does not seem to realize
the fact that the money sharks of Wull
street and Lombard street would not
want a eater snap—they would regu-
late the price of silver and gold just to
snit themselves, changing it every day
if they saw fit—and they would be pret-
ty apt to see fit. This plan of Watkins'
will do to go along with that of the man
"financier" who wanted to make a dol-
lar composed of both gold and silver,the
quantity of each being regulated by the
commercial value of the metals on soma
day of the year specified by law.
Every man whe has been nomieated
for any office so far has been "a friend
of labor," so it will be very embaraming
to the laboring men to be compelled to
choose between his friends. The safe
plan him to adopt will be to vote for the
man who has always in the past proved
himself to be his triend, and certainly
no man who has always been a true Re-
publican has been his friend, because
that party has always legislated against
the poor man and in favor of the rich
man, and that is shown by the fact that
nearly every millionaire in the country
belongs to that party, which would not
be the ease if that party did not do their
bidding, and when it does the rich man's
bidding it works ogainst the poor man,
because the poor man's interests lie ex-
actly in an opposite direction front those
of the rich man. As a general rule,
whatever the capitalises are very anx-
ious for in the way of legislation is not
to the interests of the poor man, and it
is very natural, because if the poor man
gets hold of the money and holds to it,
it leaves less for the rich man to gobble
up—and those who are acquainted with
rich men know that that does not suit
them.
"Our Dumb Animals," a newspaper
published in Boston by several societies
for the prevention of cruelty for ani-
mals. under the head, "Hard Times,"
says: "Spend all the money you can
afford. Every dollar you pay A helps A
to pay B, and B to pay C, and PO 011 all
through the alphabet. Every dollar you
hoard up makes it hard for the whole
alphabet to buy anything new or pay
for what they have already bought."
This exceedingly good advice, but the
trouble is that befor -? the money passes
through very many hands some miser
gets hold of it and, after converting it
into gold, buries it where it will proba-
bly not see the light of day for many
years. The free and unlimited coinage,
by doubling the primary money, would
make it just twice as hard for the mil-
lionaires to corner the money of the
country. If we had a free coinage law
in operation there would be so much
money in the country that men would
in a great measure cease to hoard it, be-
cause it would be an unprofitable busi-
ness, as it is only when money gets
scarce that hoarding is profitoble.
Watson has notified himself, accepted,
and says that he intends to stay on the
track until the polls close on the 3rd of
November. A good many people who
know Watson well do not believe that
he will even stop when the election is
over, as he is so "dead stuck" on run-
ning. He would be a fine citizen to be
made the presiding officer of the United
States Senate—a Man who "accepts" a
nomination secured by fraud and who
persists in running when a majority of
his party, the respectable and patriotic
element of it, are opposed to his candi-
dacy and has repeatedly asked him to
get off the track! If Watson had any
self-respect he would not want to run,
would not run, under the circumstance's
surrounding his nomination and his
canvass, and the mere fact that he is
willing to run shows that ha is not fit to
fill the office to which he aspires. Every
respectable PePelitt should "set down
on" Watson at every opportunity.
The wholesale abuse and vilification
indulged in by the-Republican and gold-
bugDemocratic press is a confession that
Mr. Bryan's arguments are unanswer-
able, as much a confession as if it were
said in plain words. The gold-bug press
now places its only hope in being able
to prejudice the voters against the Dem-
ocratic candidate and the Democratic
platform, as it has long since ceased
even to attempt to answer the argu-
ments made by Mr. Bryan and other
Democratic speakers.
It is a wonder that Hanna didn't
spank his little Willie McKinley when
he said that if he and Hanna became
President the first thing they would do
would be to have the tariff raised as
high as the Eiffel tower. Hanna, how-
ever, contented himself on that occas-
ion by simply telling the public to pay
no attention to Willie McKinley, that
he didn't know what he was talking
about.
If Bryan is as ignorant as the Repub-
licans would have people believe him to
be, Hanna ought to be n glad of a oppor-
tunitY to put McKinley against him in
joint debate, and the fact that he is not
shows conclusively that Hanna, at any
rate, does not regard the Democratic
standard-bearer as an ignorant man.
It's a pity that such a man as Gen.
Buckner should have gotten on a ticket
with such a follow as Palmer.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
r transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts—gentle efforts—pleasant efforts—
rightly directed. There is comfort iii
the knowledge, that so many forms OT
sickness are not due to any actual dis
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Fig& prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value health. Its beneficial
effects are 
good
the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable 
druggists.If in the enjoyment of geed health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual disease, one
may be cammended to the most skillSul
physicians, but if in need of a laxative,
one should have tne best, and with the
of Dr. Pierce's Medical Ade iser. A well-informed everywhere, Syrup of
drew, World's Dispensary Medical As. , Figs stands highest and is most largely
went'," ppitalo, N. Y, \mad aad gives most avueral iseLisfacUon.
MRS. SENATOR WARREN.
Poor Armenians are Again Why
Being Butchered.
SUDDEN DEATH TO-DAY
Late News Telegraphed to the New Era This
Afternoon.
[SPECIAL To NEW ERA]
New York, Sept. 16.—A cablegram
from Constantinople announces that
the Armenians are again being slaugh-
tered, and that awful atrocities are be-
ing committed.
The poor, persecuted people are mak-
desperate efforts to escape but are being
cut down without mercy.
A serious panic occurred yesterday in
the Galata quarters in consequence of
the arrest of an Armenian in whew.
possession were a number of incrimi-
nating letters and a revolver. Every-
body rushed into their houses and the
doors of shops and dwellings were has-
tily barrred, the people fearing a repeti-
tion of the looting and maasacreing.
The panic spread to Pent and similar
scenes were enacted there. It was not
until some hours after the arrest
was made that the fears ;of the people
were allayed and the shops reopened.
This:, morning butchering in earnest
was begun.
A Constantinople reporter sends word
that there has been no improvement in
the situation there. Large numbers of
Armenians are arrested daily. Sir Phil-
lipCurry, the British Ambassador, has
given orders that the refugees on Brit-
ish ships shall not be surrendered to the
Turks. Most of them will be conveyed
to the island of Syria. which belongs to
Greece, where they will be under the
protection of the British Consul.
PRESIDENT YOUNG DEAD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Danville, Ky., Sept. 16.—Dr. William
C. Young, President of Centre College,
died suddenly this morning.
At nine o'clock he made a short ad-
dress, as was his custom, to the stu-
dents, shortly after they had assembled
in the chapel for prayers. He seemed
to be in good health at that time. He
died in less than half an hour after go-
ing to his room.
The suddenness of his 'death has
shocked the citizens. He was one
of the purest and most lovable men it,
the community.
130LTOCRAT CARLISLE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.]
Louisville, Sept. 16.—George 11.
Davie, chairman of the "national dem-
ocratic" State central committee, has
received a letter from Secretary John G.
Carlisle in which the secretary stated
that he would come to Kentucky and
stump the State for the "national demo-
cratic ticet as soon as he could lay aside
the duties of his office.
THE ARKANSAS MAJORITY.
[sescied. TO NEW ERA)
Little Rock, Ark, Sept. lb.—Official
returns from sixty-one of the sixty-five
counties gives Jones, Democrat, 71,545;
Remmel, Republican, 26,410; Files, Pop-
ulist, 11,280; Miller, Prohibitionist, 643.
Jones' plurality, 4o,235; majority, 33,-
310. Jones' majority will be loss than
at first estimated. The plurality in 18114
was 48,724.
WILL NOT AGREE.
[sPEcIAL TO NEW ERA]
Paducali, Ky., Sept. 15.—Charles K.
Wheeler, who defeated Hon. John Hen-
drick for the Democratic Cougremiontil
nomination in this district, declines to
accept the proposition made to him by
the Populists. It was proposed that he
and Mr. Keys, the Populist nominee,
have a primary election, at which
only silver men could vote.
and that the one receiving a
majority of thevotes should run as the.
candidate of all the silver retie It is
claimed that if Wheeler aud Keys both
run they will so divide the silver vote
that the Republican nominee, who, it is
said, will get the votes of all the
gold Democrat.', will defeat them both.
DECLARES FOR SILVER.
[seeciet. TO NEW ERA'
Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 17.—The plat-
form, which was today adopted by the
State Democratic convention, &alarm
in unequivocal terms for the free and
unlimited coinage of silver at 16 to 1.
The true-blue Democrats are jubilant
over this victory and it will be hailed
with delight by tne majority of the peo-
ple of the United States.
DECLARES FOR BRYAN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Winchester, Ky., Sept. 17.—Judge
Drake, who for many years has been a
leader of the Republicans in this dis-
trict, and who has devoted much of hie
time in working in the interest of that
party, announced this morning that he
will support Bryan for President. His
determination has caused great conster-
nation among the Republicans, who one
and all recognize him to be one of the
brainiest men in the district.
OCKLAHOMA LYNCHING.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Wichita, Kan,, Sept. 17.—The bitter
feeling against Ben S. Morris, one of
the negmee who murdered John Buck-
man, a prominent cattle dealer, culmi•
nated in a lynching at Watauga, Okla.,
last night. The enraged citizens
stormed the jail, overpowered the jailer,
dragged the negro forth, strung him up
to a tree and left has body hanging
there. The entire anti-horse thief asso-
ciation is scouring the country for his
accomplice, who, if caught, will meet
the same fate as Morrie.
A HEARTY WELCOME.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Ashville, N. C., Sept. 17.—Mr. Bryan
was given a most hearty welcome. It
was the first time since 1844 that a Pres-
idential nominee had visited this section
of the country, and the farmers for
miles around gathered here to-day by
the thousands to pay homage and cheer
the candidate. Mr. Bryan was driven to
the Battery Park Hotel, where he and
members of the Democratic organization
here were given an elaborate dinner by
Mr. E. P. McKissick, the manager of
the famous resort. The party were
then driven to a platform in a valley be-
tween the two great hills, which have
helped to make this piaci. so beautiful. I
There Mr. Bryan addressed a very large
crew dj
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Many persons out of health have
found an excuse in hot weather for do-
ing nothing toward getting well.
"I will wait until fall," they have
promised themselves.
It is now time, if ever, in thousand
of cases, to keep that promise.
Nothing should now interfere with
building up the weakened nerves.
Now is the time of year when rheu-
matism and neuralgia mast be cured,
when debility and nervousness mu:t
checked, when bad health must be
mended—if one hopes to get well.
The natural, unchecked course of
disease is from bad to worse as the fall
and winter wear on.
It is not that rheumatism, neuralgia.
insomnia and kidney troubles are hard
to cure—Paine's celery compound has
made a had of sufferers well—but peo-
ple make themselves chronic invalids by
neglecting the first simptoms of disease.
Thousands of lives that are now fast
wearing out, would be prolonged if
Paine's celery compound were in each
instance used to stop those ominous
pains over the kidneys, to build up the
rundown nervous strength, and cure
permanently those more and more fre
quently recurring attacks of headache
and indigestion.
Theo. is absolute relief from nervout
prostration. sleepleesmes, poor appetite
growing thinnest; and logs of vigor an(








This tweet remarkable of all knowr
remedies has won the sincere approval
of the most progressive part. of the com-
munity. Here is a testimonial recently
received from the wife of U. S. Senator
E. F. Warren, of Wyoming. whose dis-
tinguished sere let for the country'
best farming iuterests are- so well
known:
"I was persuaded to try your Paine's
celery compound in the early spring
when in a very run down condition.
rhe duties devolving upon the .wife-'of
an official in public life are nati#iy
very exhausting and I was tired out am:
nervous when I commenced using the,
remedy. I take pleasure in testifyieg
to the great benefit I received from it:
use, and can truthfully may that I am in
almost perfect health again. If I ever
find myself running down again I shall
certainly give it another trial and will
in the meantime recommend it to every
one neediu,g it."
It is a fact verified by the practice of
the best physicians, and by thon.sands of
personal testimonials that Paine's celery
(-compound makes new, pure blood,
builds up the nervous system, and cures
iisease where all other remedim have
failed.
It e absolute reliability is shown by its
steady employment by treined physi-
'issue and in homes wade happy by its
anquestioned power of making people
w ell.
.4)&44r44414+41-4-see
What a chewer wants first is a
good tobacco; then he thinks about
the size of tie plug. He finds both
goodness and bigness in " Battle Ax."
He fins a 5 cent piece almost as
large as a 10 cent piece of other high
grade brands. No wonder millions
chew "Battle A:z."
Three Strong Points.
There are fifty men in New York who
can in twenty-four hours stop every
wheel on all railroads, close every door
of all our maunfactories, lock every
switch of all the telegraph lines, and
shut down every coal and iron mine in
the United States. They can do so be-
cause they control the money which this
country produces.—Chauncey Depew.
According to my view of the subject.
the conspiracy which 80erlIS to 1111V0
been formed here and in Europe to des-
troy by legislation, and otherwise, from
three-sevenths to one-half of the metal-
lic money of this world, is the most gi-
gantic crime of this or any other age.
The consumation of such a eche me
would ultimately entail more misery
upon the human race than all the wars,
pestilence and fannne that ever oc-
curred in the history of the world. The
absolute and instantaneous destruction
of half the movable property of the.
world, including horses, ships, railroads,
and all other eepliances for carrying on
commerce, while it would be felt more
sensibly at the moment, would not pro-
duce anything like the prolonged dis-
tress and disorganization of society that
must inevitably result from the pernia-
nent annihilation of ewe-half of the me-
tallic money of the world.—John U.
Carlisle, 1878.
I see, in the near future, u crisis ap-
proaching that unnerves me and causes
me to tremble for the safety of my coun
try. As a result of war, corporations
have been enthroned, and an era of cor-
ruption in high places will follow, and
the money power of the country will
endeavor to prolong its reign by work-
ing upon the prejudices of the people
until all wealth is aggregated in a few
hands and the republic is destroyed. I
feel at this moment more anxiety for
the /safety of our country than ever be-
fore, even in the midst of war—Abra-
ham Lincoln.
Are Yes Tired
All the time? This condition is a mire
indication that your blood is not rich
and nourishing as it ought to be and as
it may be if you will take a few bottles
of the great blood purifier, Hood's Sar-
saparilla. Thousands write that Hood's
Sarsaparilla has mired them of that tired
feeling by giving them rich, red blood.
Hood's Fille t easily awl promptly
on the liver an I oo els. Cure sick
1.eledisches
TIE PACKET






I feel eteifident that I can make it to your interest to buy Silk'',
Dress Gtisels, Trimulinge, Notion& leanly Goods, Curves, Rugs,
Matting*, oil Cloths, &c FROM ME.
All My Spring and Sumner Dress Goode and Trimmings
1 At Cost.
All my Sill Waist Patterns, Organdie*, Lawn and Dimities
At Cost.
A let of odds and ends in Corsets at
Less Than Cost.
All My Men's, Boy's, L;eli a,CMOinT.isses esand Children's Sho
AT 
All My $1 75, 2 CO, 2 50 Ladies Shirt Waists for $1 00.
All id my fi 00, 1 25, 1 50 Ladies Shirt Waists for 75c,
An to make long matter, short, I will leave you money if you




HOW. DOLLARS are MADE . •
•
As a +Ile, tirty are coined at a United ̀ tates mint
—that; is one way, another wiy is to make dolma
by savlieg and teat is done by by patrenizing
ifopkinville's Greatest Store.
"THE RACKET."
Largest Store in Southern Kentucky.__t_





Low plrictil created and rnaintained in ibis store, others
nay hsve hem for an hoor eir a d •yr, we have them always.
•i-.e our sh.pw wiedow,,  teev tell the story of low prices in
'hree chapiers, every window presents a chapttr. IN !licit
may he read by a'l
HAVE YIOU SEEN OUR ONE CENT WINDOW?
It dee' not CO-i. a cedt to come and see. but yo‘tkshcru'd
Lome and ee the m my thirg you can buy.for one cent.
214-216 Main ,
Hopkinsiville. y. J. h.HULLE.K.
NEW GOODS DAILY--






Idaln street, Text door to Kentuckian office.
A full line of staple and fancy groceres Pay bights
rnarket prices for country produce. Free di-livery at at









That we are the leading Mer-
chant Tailors in the city—by
looking at our customers--who
always wear the best made and
most p rfect garments to be
seen on the streets. Our line
consists of the most excellent
woves and latest figures, irt the
largest variety shown by any
house, whi!e you alway s have
:ion of knowing nen you ceme to us your
cut by the most experienced cutter in the State,
y the most skilled labor. It is only nece-sary
th..t NIr. F. T. Gorman is at the htad of this
to guarantee, perfection. llememl-er the place,
1 L Chin). S.w...cessors to N. Tobin & (Jo.
ifa137. art Clod,
JOHN B. CA TLEMAN. A. G. LANGHAM
YAL
nurz, *Cumpany cf, liverpo51
(INCORPORATED.)
BOLT E AND CASTLEMAN,
MAN AGERSEOLITHERN DLPAR7MLN7
COLC.1114.4 BUIT.1)1FG,' LOUISVILLE, Y
CiARNETT & MOORE, AGENTS.
Low Price
Make Harci Times
uch Easier to Bear.
Here's  Ozie Instance
Taken at random from ou tremendnous Fall and Winter stock juAnceived.
We closed out for the ssr.cor  cLekserwar from the
Wanchusett Shirt Co., Leominster, kl.asfe, 100 dozen
Men's Fine Latinldried White Shirts,
mostly' phited bosoms. All t• IZe8 lit to 20 The cheer est shut in the lot is
wrrth $1 CO.
We Offer
Choice of the Lot For 50 cents.







THE NEW ERA. 
$1.00 A YEAR. • •
.044ty
OLDEST K. OF P. DEAD.
Received at the poet lee in Hopkineviiie
secund-class asettrr. r. Joe S. Chastain
Friday, September 18, 1896,
COURT DIRECTORY.
C tulle Corer -First Monday in June
anti fourth Monday in February and Sep.
sent ter,
tee titTERLY COURT-Sveond Mondays
in Janeary. April. July and esetober.
rise el. Cot:in-First Tueelluy in April
and October.
C4,MITY COURT-First Monday in every
Ile
HOME & SOCIETY
Mrs. Mary Finch, of Pembroke, was
in the city Tuesday.
Miss Annie Chilton, of Pembroke,
was in town this week.
Mr. W. B. Tacker, who has been
quite sick, is somewhat improved.
Mrs. Lee Hill. of Montgomery, is a
guest of her sister. Mrs. C. E. Blake-
more, on South Main street.
Mrs. J. L. Thompson, has returned
to her home in Paducah after a ehent
visit to her sister, Mrs. W. B. Tucker.
Mrs. E. M. Moss and daughter have
returued from Shelby county. They
were accompanied by Mr. Sam Woods,
Mrs. R. M. Anderson's brother.
Mrs. Sue Hill, of Montgomery. is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Nelson
Green.
Mr. M. T. Carter, wife and sister, of
Roaring Springs, were in the city shop-
ping Wednesday.
Cut Half in Two.
I will make Bromides at half price fur
the next 30 days. Now is your time to
get a large picture for half price.
CL.ARENCE ANDERSON.
NOTICE!
Mrs. E. if. 11.41<ton. Etc., ilaintiff's 1
Mrs. Hattie Fooko-r, Ete.. Dvrdants%
All persons having claims against the
estate of Mrs. R. M. Ralston, deceased. are
hereby notified to ille the same 3s ith no..
rly %ftrItied. on or beh,r, weptemis.rkmp:it. Pita, otherwise they will he hwe‘erat trots the eolleet Ion of said claims.
is Aiigust etth, pssi.
W i Ll, I A %. T. note tern,
*-et Mester tesisimoeueseire,
Noises
There are mune people whe stetpr serer
Aare filmic* putt 7111 gig Ififif 1100 pity,
thing bright : ll'e Si pawl') who two
strapeplic putt soured. Everything is
oat of joint with such people. "I suf-
fered many years with dyspepsia and
liver troubles; but have been relieved
since taking Simmons Liver Regulator.
I know others who have been greatly
benefitted by itsease."-James Nowlstud,
Carrollton, Mo.
Christian County Fair.
All things come to those who wait,
and in due time the Christian County
Fair will take place. In another col-
umn is an advertisement of the meet-
ing. This should be read and remem-
bered by everybody. This year the di-
rector; promise that the fair will be big-
ger and better than ever before. There
will be exciting races every day, the
floral hall will be under competent man-
agement and the agricultural and live
stock displays will all be interesting.
The price of admission this year will be
only 35 cents.
Don't bolt your food, it irritates your
stomach. Choose digestible food and
chew it. Indigestion is a dangerous
sickness. Proper rare presents it. Sha-
ker Digestiue Cordial cures it. That is
the long and short of iudigesnon.Now,
the question is. have you got indiges-
tion? Yes, if you have pain or discom-
fort after eating, headache, dizziness,
nausea, offensive breath, heartburn,
langour, weakness, fever, jaundice,
flatulence loss of appetite, irritability,
constipation, etc. Yes, you have indi-
gestion. The medicinal herbs and
planes of which Shaker Digestiven.Cor-
dial is composed, help to digest the food
in your stomach; help to strengthen
your stomach. When your stomach is
strong, care will keep it so. Shaker Di-
gestive Cordial is for sale by druggists,
price 10 cents to $1.00 per bottle.
Much Interest Manifested.
Much interest is manifested in the re-
ligious debate that is being held at Ce-
rulean Springs between Elder Carnell,
a Hardshell Baptist minister, and the
Rev. W. B. Clifton, of the Missionary
Baptist church. The debate began
Monday with large crowds in attend-
ance, and will codtinne until Friday
next. The propositions being debated
are: "All for whom Christ died will
finally be saved." Second. -M. ,
ism as taught and practiced by Mis-
sionary Baptists is authorized by the
Scriptures." Elder Carnell affirms the
first proposition, and the Rev. Mr. Clif-
ton the aecodd. Many persons from this
city are attending the debate.
RATTERS IN VARIETY.
Hardwick's for drugs and jewelry.
Buckner & Owsley real estate and in-
I ar&LICO.
Cut prices on stationery at Hard-
wick's.
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank. May 13 '96
Take watch and all kind of jewelry
repair work to Hardwick.
Lose -Tan pocket-book containing
$1.52 and trunk key. Return to this
Mice.
Buy jewelry of all kinds at half price
at Hardwick's.
WANTED :-A set of books to keep.
Tearms reasonable. L. N. Geod. at
Gus Young's.
WANTED-To rent s farm of 400
crest for is term of yearns. Apply to R.
C. Pace, Herndon, Ky. w if
Atweve In season, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hulled Corn). Elegant lunch
In milk. Qt. can, 10c.
Purify your blood with Hood's Sar-
saparilla, which will give you au appe-
tite, tone your stomach and strengthen
your nerves.
Hardvrick has the finest and beet
workman in the South in charge of his
watch-making and repairing depart-
ment.
Hardwick has five solid gold ladies'
watches at less than half price.
For billiousness, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpid liver, use
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. aa per
Doe at druggist;
All watch and repair work guaran-
teed and done promptly at H. C. Hard-
wick's.
Fine tailoring, cleaning and repairing
by lowright the tailor and cutter. Pants
aide hoes WOO to $M.00. Suits from
$11.00 14)1110.00. Seventh street, oppo-
site low







A pure Grape Crewe cf Tarter Powder. Free
Airnsonia, Ahern is any other adulterant,
JO UMW pia STAMDMIO., _
cumbs to Bright's Disease.
THE FUNERAL MONDAY.
Dsceased was a Man of Unqestioned
1 How and integrity.
The death of Mr. Joe S. Chastain,
Which occurred Monday at twelve
O'clock, removed one of the oldest and
nest citizens of our city.
No man who ever lived here had
More friends and enjoyed a better repu-
tation for honor and integrity than did
the deceased. Mr. Chastein was 74
pears old and had lived in Hopkiusville
for a number of years, having moved to
this city from Elkton in Its-.
The news of his death was a sad blow
te his numerous friends, many of whom
were not aware of sickness. He was
only confined to his room about one
week and the cause of his death was
Be ight's disease.
Mr. Chastain was a member of the
Christian church and also a member of
several secret societies. He was the
oldest member of Evergreen Lodge No.
38, K. of P., of this city, being one of
its charter members. His funeral and
burial was attended by melte:ors of the
Knights of Pythias. Chancellor Com-
nmteler L. H. Davis formed his lodge
two a body under the management of
Marshal H. W. Tibbs at 9 :30atiel mareh-
eel to the late residence on Virginia
street and thence followed the remains
to Hopewell cemetery where the burial
took place at 10 o'clock. The following
pall-bearers were appointed; G. B.
Underwood, W. D. Ennis, Geo. A.
Clark, A. S Crabb, 0. D. Thompson,
BOckner Leavell, T. W. Long, E.
Randle.
A committee to draft resolutions on
the death of Mr. Chastain was appoint-
ed as follows: 0. G. Lander, R. M.
Anderson and Bailey Russell.
The Committee on Resolutions report•
eel the following:
Whereas, the finpreme Chaneeller
COniniantler of the Universe has vaned
to the kneels, Hall on High net beloved
brother, Past Chaneellor Jo) 24, Clime
Wu, for a tined trot it hio spirit ; There.
fore be it
Beaolved, That mnenibering the inti-
mate relations long held by oar deceased
brother with the membership of this
lodge it is proper that we should place
on record our appreciation of his services
as a member of our order, one who was
always on the alert to assist in the good
cease of Pythianism.
If:Resolved, by Evergreen Lodge No. 35,
K. of P., That while we bow with
humble submission to the will of God
we do not th less mourn for the mem-
ber who has been called from his labors
to rest.
Resolved, That while Bro. Joe S.
Chastain shall meet with us no more on
earth we will keep his memory green in
our hearts and try to emulate his ex-
amples.
Resolved, That as an evidence of our
sorrow we wear the usual lodge of
mottrumg for 30 days.
Resolved, That a copy of these reso-
lutions be spread upon the minute book
of this lodge, a copy be sent the family
of our deceased brother and also be enb-
lished in the city papers.
0. G. LANDER, /
R. M. ANDERSON, Coin.
BAILEY' RUSSEIJ.,
+5+
Among the speakers who will tour
Kentucky in the interest of Bryan and
free silver will be Rev. Sam Small, the
GeOrgie. evangelist. The places and
dates have not been definitely fixed, but
he will make half a dozen or more
speeches in Kentucky daring the next
moath.
+4+
The Ceele Club of Henderson will
have a meet on the 24th inst. Fast am-
ateer riders will be there from Hopkins-
vile, Owensboro, Madisonville, Morgan-
field and other places, and professional
racers from Chicago, Nashville, Terre
Haute, Louisville, Indianapolis and Ev-
aneville. The Henderson and Smith's
Mills gnu clubs will have a shoot to de-
cide the championship of the county.
and a free for all trot and pace, in which
good horses will be entered has been ar-
ranged. Railroads offer reduced rates
from Hopkinsville on that date.
+
Col. Frank B. Richardson, of Pem-
broke, was at Henderson to hear Wil-
liam Jennings Bryan speak. Just as
the "boy orator" started to leave the
first stand, the Pembroke man halted
him.
"Mr. Bryan," he shouted, "are you a
Democrat
The nominee seemed surprised and
startled at the question. In a moment,
though, his ready wit came to his res-
cue, and raising his voice, he said:
-The gentleman has stoked me if I am
a Democrat. I answer that I am, need
for two reasons. First, two-thirds o;
the Democratic party in national con-
vention assembled, have said that I am
am a Democrat. Second, if Democracy
has the same old time meaning that the
people shall rule, then there is not a
more devoted Democrat under the broad
canopy of heaven than I am."
4+4
It seems to be pretty well understood
by all that Captain Bell, the Populist
nominee for Congress from this district,
will not make the race, but that the
Populists will lend their support to the
election of Dr. Clardy, the Democratic
nominee, says the Hustler. While we
had never had a single doubt of the
election of Dr. Clardy, this will insure
his election by an overwhelming ma-
jority.
+4+
A pretty wedding was solernuized
yesterday at the Wirier:1 Kentucky
Asylum for the tureen The otnitract•
ing perilous were Mr. Charles Harvey
and Mrs. Amanda Stevenson, attend-
ants. The ceremony was impressively
performed by Rev. J. D. Irwin. The
couple received many handsome pres-
ents.
t++
The Knights elusen to represent Ever-
ureen Lodge, No. 38, at the meeting of
the Grand Lodge of Knights of Pythias
at Covington are W. B. Kennedy, J. B.
Galbreath, Jonette Henry and William
Wright. Grand Chancellor Agnew, of
Sebree, is presiding over the meeting.
The following officers were elected yes-
terday aft e-noon : Stanley Adams, of
IVOA elected Grand Chancel-
lor ; J. B. Settle, of Bowling Green,
Orsnd Vice Chancellor; E. C. Green, of
Lexington, Grand Prelate; Wade Stu h-
ulas, of Loniavill s, Grand Keeper of
Reoorda and Seals; Jule Plummer, of
Newport, Grand Master of Exchequer;
W. M. Powers, of Carrollton, Grand
Matter of Arms; J B. Thornton,
Somerset, Grand Inner Guard; R.
Slade of Berry, Grand Outer Guard.
. t + +
Quite recently Dr. Clardy and Mr.
Franks arranged a joint debate in the
town hall at DeKoven. Preparations
for the speaking were made several days
in advance. Learning of the special re-
ception thet was to be accorded the sil-
ver man, the few Republicans arranged
for a celebration of their own account.
Dr. Clardy had the closing argument.
When he had finished the free silver
committee handed him a number of
handsome bouquets.




•You'd better save those flowers to put JOEon his grave when I um through With '
him neat November.'
Almost a riot was precipitated. "We'll
put dog fennel on yours," yelled some
S C- (mug men its the back of 
the house, anti 11
for u few minutes it looked as if funeral
decocrations would be moeseary withiisn
a very few minute's.
itt
The Christian County MedineChiru-
Kele Society will meet next Monday.
the 21st, in the office of Drs. Blakey &
Eager. All the members are earneitly
requests' to be present, as there will be
busitiess of importance to each member.
+ + t
Mr. Thomas Or -eta, who has been
very sick for souse time, is in such a
critical (-mention that there is but little
doubt that the end of his life is net.
+ •!. +
Mr. J. M. Hancock, a well-known
farmer, and Miss Noble Lee Linton, ass
attractive young lady, will be joined in
inatnmony this afternoon at the home
of the bride's mother in East Christian,
near Fairview. Rev. J. A. Benton will
pefomi the nuptial service. Only the
near relatives and intimate friends of
the contracting parties will be present.
Palmer and the Ghost.
There was a Bauquo at the bolters'
feast its Louisville. It stood behind the
chair at the head of the table and over-
shadowed John M. Palmer, the candi-
date for President of Hannaes Hessians.
John M. Palmer knew it was there,
he felt its presence, Never before in all
his variegated public career was he so
weak, so hesitating, so pointless, as on
this occasion. He began with an apol-
ogy and closed with an appeal. The
apology was for his change of opinion
on the finaucial question. The appeal
was for the (-haeity of men more con-
sistent.
lie held off from anything like a dis-
cussion of finances until the very last.
All his opinions on that question were
put into one final paragraph, which fol-
lowed some rambling talk about matters
foreign to the occasions and the work in
hand.
It was a pitiable exhibition of weak-
ness by a man once potent with ell there
is of manly courage, physical and moral.
Ho was incoherent through fear of the
ghost of his resurrected past. Like
Macbeth, heshrank back from the ap-
parition, but unlike Macbeth, he dared
not declare, "Thou meet not lay I did
it."-St. Louis Pmet•Diripatch.
PEMBROKE BARBECUE
Thin the Inns Ii hiked of liarleseaue mid
'peeking at Pembroke neat Tuesday
will be one of the biggest doys in the
history of that punituunity is already
assured. Hospitality will be dispensed
with a lavish hand, and thousands of
people will be present.
Men of national reputation will make
speeches, and the dinner will be splen-
did.
Everybody is iuvited to be on hand,
and everything that may contribute to
the the comfort and pleasure of the
guests will be provided.
The following form of invitation has
been sent out to people who live in oth-
er counties:
You are respectfully invited to attend
an old-fashion Democratic Barbecue, to
be given near Pembroke by the Demo-
crats of that place on Tuesday, 8..ptene
ber 22d, 1896.
LADIES' RECEPTION COMMITTEE.
Mrs. Frank B. Richardson, Chairman.
Mesdames-
T. W. Porter, W. H. Jones,
R. Y. Pendleton, C. E. Mann,
J. E. Boxley, W. M. Brouaugh,
W. A. Radford, J. R. Payne,
P. B. Peudletem, G. H. Smith,
Isaac Garrott, B. J. Garnett,
J. J. Stuart, R. T. Chilton,
HOPKINSVILLE LOST IT
Next Grand Lodge Will be
Held at Frankfort.
COMMITTEES NAMED.
The Session Will Come to an End This
Afternoon.
At the Wednesday's session of the
Kentucky Grand Lodge of Knights of
Pythias some interesting work was done.
The subject of the next meeting place
was taken up and Frankfort, Hopkins-
ville, Mayfield and Middlesborough were
placed in nomination. The fit st ballot
resulted in tie dropping of Mayfield.
The next ballot resulted aa follows:
Frankfort, 67; Hopkinsville, 34 ; and
Middlesborough, 17. Frankfort was
declared the winner, anti in 1897 the
Grand Lodge of Kentucky will meet in
that city. Grand Chancellor R. L. Ag-
new read the following telegram from
Hon. Walter B. Richie, Past Supreme
Chancellor of the Knights of Pythias of
the world:
-Lima, 0.,-To R. L. Agnew, G. C.
K. of P.-With kindly recollections of
one year ago I wish you all a most pro-
fitable and pleasant reunion.
WALTER B. Rieme.
Chairman Agnew announced the fol-
lowing standing committees for the en-
suing year:
Judiciary-John W. Carter, W. H.
Warren, M. L. Doane, D. L. Evans, C.
E. Zarkarse.
Grievance-C. G. McAllister, A. C
Byers, Oscar R. Reimert.
Finance-J. D. McIntyre, W. F. Burr,
R. D. Wilson.
Credentials-L. A. Owen, W. H. Gra-
ham, R. H. Conway.
Repents-W. H. Owen, George Hind-
man, J. F. M -akin, M. M. Lutictuster, J.
M. Todd, Jr.
Mileage and Per Ilium- -Jab Plum'
men Henry Slessiniter.
State of the Order-Al E. Young, C.
M. Barnett, D. R, Barfield.
Printing-Wade Sheltman, C. W.
Nae man, J. II. W. Spain'.
Warrants and Charters-Jas. Stein-
bens, C. E. Kennedy, C. L. Edwards.





son, Q. D, Wilcoxson, P. A. Lyons.
Uniform Rank Committee will be an-
nounced later.
The afternoon was given up to a street
parade ol uniformed knights, and in the
evening a banquet was sdreat at the
Lagoon its royal style. To-day the drill
for prizes will take place.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
falls to cure. 25e. Septed 7 tn
Mrs, Anna Gage, wife of Ex-











DID NOT SUFFER AFTERWARD.
tirsent by Express or Mali, on receipt of price
• 1.00 per bottle. Boot -TU 110'111Bita '
rtial.eti
and when it was over remarked in tones 111111D211Lb REGULATOR CO.. ATLANTA., GL
pal iambi Whetted all over the hallt goLp P1 ALL pautiourge..
nceeleaf,,,,_ • ninere:
BOSTICK DEAD.
Passed Away at One O'clock
Wednesday Morning.
EVERYBODY KNEW HIM
Al 030 Time He Was One of Hcennsvillen
Leading Business Men.
Everybody its Hopkinsville was funii•
hair 5'.' ills the long, lank figure mei sor-
rowful feature.: of Joseph Boetick. He
was a part and pares-1o( the town. Even
those persons who hurry to and front
stores and offieen and wrapped in
the thoughts of business, have noted his
absence from the streets and wondered
what had become of hitn ; and children
trudging to schools have paused
at the corner grocery onNinth and Clay,
where every moruing for many yeaff
he had stool while they went to bookie
•and asked "where is old Joe."
The old man is dead, and he deserves
an eulogy. His eccentricities were nu-
merous and his peculiarities pronounc-
ed, but he had some as excellent traits
and marked virtues as ever possessed by
any person of noble lineage and careful
rearing. His candor was such as to
sometimest be embarrassing. If he dis-
liked a man, he acquainted hint with
the fact without considering time, or
place, or eirennetances; if he liked any
one that persons was overwhelmed with
regard and shown attention on every
occlusion. Joe Bostick was as honest
as the day is long, and he was faithful
to those who befriended him.
No one could convince him that Hop-
kinsville was not the best of towns, or
that Christian county was not the gar-
den spot of the world. Last summer
several tobacco men took Bostick to Ce-
rulean. It was the first time he had
been out of the city for a score or more
of years. When the party returned at
night, they led the old fellow by back
streets and a circuitous route to Hotel
Latham, the interior of which Bostick
had never seen. It happened that the
street lights were out, and he was not
aware that he Was Ins Hopkinsville mid
readily areepted for the truth the Man-
umit that Is Mende heel Nitre heti tea
Clarksville. They wont Into the liocol
lobby by a side riltralive, "This is "aid
to be the ttsest hotel in the
Joe," remarked one of his Mende
The old mau drew himaelf up to his
full height, glanced disidaiufully around
Inns and said in tones of deep disgust,
and to the great tunnsement of the large
crowd that had gathered around him:
"Han! 'Taint worth seeing. Wouldn't
stay in such an old barn. Hotel Latham
at Hopkinsville, where I live, is ten
times as big. Lots finer than this old
place. Wouldn't let my dog stay here!"
Less than twenty-five years ago Joseph
Bostick was engaged in the grocery bus-
iness; in a large house that stood on the
site now occupied by M. D. Kelly's jew-
elry store. His establishment enjoyed
a large and lucrative patronage and the
owner was 'doled upon as one of the
leading businces men of the town. Un-
fortunately, his affairs became involved
and Isis hescs were very heavy.
Filially all Les property was swept
away, and he was left without a cent.
His misfortunes prayed FO continually
and increasingly on him that he tried
the usual way to drown his sorrows. At
last he became a physical and mental
wreck, but he never lost his dignified
bearing. For a number of years he had
been living in a small room in a stable.
He eked out a precarious living by
doing odd jobs for tobacco men. Abont
ten days ago he was taken sick with
dysentery. His absence from his accus-
tomed haunts caused Isis friends some
alarm and whets they went to his 'Miser-
able dwelling place they found him ill
a serious condition. A physician was
sent to attend him, and as soon as it
was possible he was removed to a room
over Nolen's restaurant.
It was known Tuesday that he did
not have long to live. But when he was
asked if he had any arrangements to
make ha said "wait awhile; maybe I
won't die." He struggled bravely for
existence, but about one o'clock this
morning his spirit tied.
No one knows the exact
Bostick. He was not far
age of Joy
from sixty.
When asked about his age he would
jokingly respond, "I am about forty-
four. He came to Hopkinsville when a
small boy. Until he reviled his ma-
jority he lived neer town on the New-
steed road. 1 he only member of a large
family who survive him are two broth-
ers, one who lives in this county and
the other in Texas. An uncle of the
dead man died over a year ago and left
him several thousand dollars, but the
estate has not been settled and Bostick
did not have ant opportunity to enjoy
any of the money.
Reawakened.
Over the lake the lights from the win-
(losers allow'',
From the palace 'Windows that look-it
on an island sea,
We had danced, and I lemtied on a
Psyche carved in stone,
At its base was she.
There were boats in the lake, and the
sound of laughter was blent
With the music floating from halls
where the dance was just ending;
The night gave its stars, and the palm
trees their dark shadows lent
To the romantic blending.
(Something, I know not what, but some-
thing I know
Is about us that hints of distant and
oil' tins'' thence.
It must be the dust of tIme. bloneenta that
bloomed long ago,
Which the night brings.)
Oh, the night wind! It came over
wave from it far Southern shore,
It haul rustled the dead leaves that lay
by a fair Southern sea;
It had breathed on the Omits that I
thought should be wakened no more
And they came back to me.
They came on the winds and they walk-
ed in the soft air around us,
Their breath wane the. breath of the
rose* and jasmines, I knew,
And their essence pervading the music
and magic that bound us
On our souls fell as dew.
And I said to her then, "In this life it is
often we find
That a bird's song, a delicate perfume,
the touch of a breeze,
Or, perhaps, a fair hand sweeping idly
the keys, wafts the mind
O'er retrospective. seas.
And noinetimea I think we may hear
mid the amines tid the lame*
That claim us to-day soft voices, sweet
songs as of old,
Mid the fragrance anti music of night
we may see beloved faces
Long hid by the mold.
Dead was our love, and we buried it
there by the sea,
Then we parted nor dreamed that the
ye-ale could e'er resurrect it,
But dead things are touched into life by
souse mystery
When least we expect it.
Love reawakened and strong from its
sleep now impels me
Here, far away from its birth to de-
clare it again,
No need for words, but the tear on your
cheek, leve-it fella me
V'. .. in,_,et Lot in vain.
• -Freese BELL,
7•"'"-erairgangnennsanbeereennelieeentasr- • neeeenteeearetesere....nresseennesaane 'In:!--e---xzevnenceaehie--e-neeneeseene
initiates Lota hot male.
Tv o nice tote on South Main street.
Apply at this office. tyis.
Off on Their Bikes.
Mt are Jeff Morris and Jack Letcher
and Mr. White, of Henderson, left town
'rues. morning on their bicycle*. Thu y
will ride to Hunt/milli., Ala.
Belongs in Kentucky.
The Baptist Inquirer Nays:
"One of our strong churches is en-
deavoriug to get Rev. J. 0. Rust back
to Kineucky. We wish them MICCOSs.
['his is where he belongs "
Died at Lafayette.
Frank Matthews, a well•kitown citi-
zen of this county, died at his house ueur
',dap He this week, after a lingering
illness of typhoid fewer. Aged forty
years. Hits wife died only ten days ago.
• --0110...
Farm For Rent.
A f: rm of boo acres for rent for "A47
belonging to Mrs. E. J. Fleming, near
Herneon, Ky., possession to be given at
once for purpose of seeding wheat. Ap-
ply to HUNTER W040).
An Alleged Murderer.
John Parish, a white man, was arrest-
ed last night and lodged its jail at
Prineleon, charged with being a mem-
ber of the mob that killed Tom White,
colored, last Thursday night. He had
gone away from home, but went back,
and Constable Akridge arrested him on
a wan ant.
Treachery.
When trust agents in the Cabinet are
denouncing the Democratic platform as
more -treasonable than secession," it is
about time to inquire why the attorney
for the Whisky Trust was appointed
Attorney-General to look after the en-
forceusent of the anti-trust law. There
are times when treachery is worse than
minus Cr arson could be.-St. Loins Post-
Dispatch.
Free silver Papers.
We will furnish you the following
papers in connection with the WEEKLY
NEW ERA for one year at following
prices, viz:
Cincinnati Weekly Inquirer and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, $1.25.
St. Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
WEEKS V NEW Efts, $1.75.
Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer, St
Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
WEEK.,Y NEW ERA. inil three) $2 .00.
Was Instantly Killed.
A large crewel of Hopkinsville people
winterised a fatal aecideatit set Hendereoil
Month./ afternoon, E. K. Denton,
0110 of Sebree's lending eitliseits, WWI
run over and instantly killed by is!smile
vino et Nashville switch engine, Mr.
Denton was trying to vetch the special
train leineing the Bryan crowd house,
and while running after the special was
struck by the heavy switch engine,
which panted over his body. His family
had sti.rted home snortly beforehand fin
a carriage.
r.esidence Ruined By Fir*.
Shoi tly after one o'clock Tues. after-
noon Mrs. Sarah Means' residence on
South Main street near the city limits
was mated by tire. The origin of the
flames has been traced to a defective
flue in the cook room. The fire depart-
ment responded promptly to the alarm,
but on Mg to a lack of water pressure
was unable to do much service. Only
the walls of the brick house are stand-
ing. The greater part of the contents
was saved. The 1044a is said to be $3,000
with $2,000 insurance.
The Ladi-11.
The pleasant effect and perfect safety
with e hich ladies may use Syrup of
Figs, under all conditions, inakees it
their favorite remedy. To get the true
and genuine article, look for the name
of the California Fig Syrup Company,
printed near the bottom of the package.
For sale by all responaible druggists.
ABOUT THE FESTIVE CHINCH BUG
Proba'.ility of Dumage This Fall and
Prospect• of Their Re-appearance
Next Year.
The NEW ERA has received the follow-
ing commueication with a request to
give it a prominent place in our col-
umns:
Kentucky Bureau of Agriculture,
Labor and Statistics,
Owing to the continued presence in
great eambers of the "chinch bug," and
the apprehension of the damage by
them to growing wheat its the fall and
the i robability of their appearance
again next year, the Bureau of Agricul-
ture desires to submit the fallowing in-
formation as to the nature and habits of
this peet :
Prof. Garman, Entomologist of the
Keene ky Agricultural Experimental
Stations, says of the "chinch bug:"
••Froni inn history it scents improbable
that any very serious injury will be
douse to fall wheat intakes probable in-
jury for the next seasons. So much da-
wn& on the weather between now and
then, however that it is negate to pre-
dict anything. If we have a damp fall
and winter many of the Lenge will suc-
cumb to disease; if it is dry during the
fall amid winter the probability is that
the bugs will be destructive next year.
The adult chinch bugs hibernate under
rubbish at the edge of the field's, and
farmers should see to it that no such
lurking places are left for them. An
unsparing employment of fire over waste
places will do much to destroy them."
This information is furnished with
the hope that it will receive the atten-
tion its importance demands. It may
be well to remember that this State only
escaped serious injury from this source
this year .by reason of the abundant
rainfall at critical periods.
Luce): Metier.,
Commissioner of Agriculture.
N. B.-The newspapers of the State
nre requested to give. the above circular
it pn mineent place in t h. it- column*.
Something to Depend On,
Mr Jaime* Jones, of the drug firm of
Jones At Son, Cowden, in speaking
of Dr. King's New Discovery, says that
last winter his wife waist attacked with
la grippe, and her case grew so serjoaa
Clint phymiciiins at Cowden and Pasta
could do nothing for her. It seemed to
develop into hasty consumption. Hav-
ing Dr. King's New Discovery in the
store, and selling lots of it, he took a
bottle home, and to the surprise of all
she began to get better front first dose,
and half dozen dollar bottles cured her
sound and well. Dr. King's New Dis-
covery for consumption, coughs and
meets is guaranteed to do this good work-
Try it. Free trial bottles at R. C. Hard-
wick's drug store. Regular size 50 cts
a it $1 00.
eni
" Merit talks" the "
Intrinsic value of 
Talksiloodertanaparills.
Merit In medicine means the power to
cure. Hood'. Ms rasparles pongees@ actual
and unequalled curative power snd there-
fore it has true merit. When you buy
Hood's Harsaparilla,and take ht according
to directions, to purify your blood, or
cure any of the many blood diseases, you
are morally certain to receive benefit,
The power to cure is there. You are not
trying an experiment. It will make your
blood pure, rich and nourishing, and thus
drive out the germs of disease, strengthen
the nerves and build up the whole system.
00
Sarsaparilla
Is the bes4 in tact - the One True niood Further
Prepared only by 0.1. Hood &Co., Lowell Maas,







Farm of 315 acme, half in Trigg and
' had in Caldwell county. One mile from
!coble two and one fourth miles front
lenulean Springs, on 0. V. railroad, 75
Tillers 
acres in timber, six room dwelling, three
tenement homes, two large burns, eis-
I,rn, two wells, two apriterse and creek.
Price $22 :10 per nem, $4.000 rash, hal-
:111(44 ill I aDd 2 years with 6 144.r cent.,
in I will mell half without fir dwelling
for $.0 per acre, $2,I 5.51 cash, balauce ism
1 and 2 years.
Cobb, Ky.
The Tobacco Market Here and Elsewhere
Correctly Remelted.
Iaotsisville, Ky., Sept. 17-Ca t tie-- The
cattle on salt- to-day were numerous for
Wednesday tend of poor quality. Some
good stock was received at the yards,
but was not on the market being in
transit to Boston. Trade was very slow
and did not clear the pens. Buying was
limited to local butchers' requirements,
and yesterday's valuea are unchanged
and are repeated.
Calves.-The arrivals were light. Un-
der fair local demand the receipts were
all solid at yesterday'sptices, which
were steady.
Extra shipping 
*34 sliil:40 54 I.MLight shipping '
He butchers st 
Pair to good butchers   82 512 r:4 It115 
Com tttttttt niedi um butchers . I 504 In
Thin, rough steers, poor cues
and scalawags I tin i se
Good to extra oxen  Ougil 1155
stiltocoe.n,takmet.rorien to medium oxen  1110 260
 2 rob a 50
Veal calves  
21 '7k
 
b; 32/toB lulls 
1 iM
hoice mulch cows 
Fair to good much cows .  1°2(2714.11l IA(
C
 (si
Hogs.-Values for hogs were unsteady
to-day and closed with as nineh as 108
decline from y tents y ' s figures. T hl.
market ruled dull under a sluggish local
de.mancL Medium and lights were in
greatest request. The yards were clear-
ed. Choice packing and butchers, 225.
Choice packing and butchers, 295
21001t 
52Fair to good packing. 185 toll) 1537;(744.; 1 ',
Good to extra light, Mato DIMS sea
Fat shoats, leo to rio h 
Fat shoats, 100 to 1911 114  
35 litoag3
Roughs. 150 to 100 la  2:4s2
Stockers 
2 :slu2anti Labs.-The seeh-pefp m n71
Iamb market was steady under a litnited
supply of poor quality. Good and fancy
stock was nought by shippers, who
sometimes paid above. the quotations for
the beat. Butchers were ins the market
for tall ends, and the pens were cleared
of all strode* by the elope,
io piton shipping sheep
141"i'l'ritr:
P1e tn i6tirlituuiiiNimiuteher lambs
I NAM 11
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EXPORTS AND imetmes.
A glanee at our monthly table of ex-
ports and import's will show that theis_‘
wag a falling off in business in nearly
every branch during July, ranging
from a notninal decrees in exports of
foreign leaf tobacco, n d a decrease of
seven per cent. on etmestic exports t a
falling off of nearly tw a-thirds in im-
ports of leaf tobacco, says the Western
Tobacco Journal. The falling off of
business for the seven month of the cal-
ieular year in most cases is about equal
to that for the month of July, indi('at-
ing that the month was comparatively
a very poor one.
In the export of trade the business in
leaf tobacco for the heaviest month of
the year hate fallen off 4,173,135 pounds,
or about 9 per cent. In values, how-
ever, this loss was about 121e per cent.
In seems and trimmings the export for
the month was abnormally Is rge, the in-
crease as compared with the same
mouth in nee, amounting to souse 700
per cent, on valume of business, ant! 3
per cent on values. As has been pre-
viously noted in these reviews, the sharp
decline in the value of American to-
!seem is clearly manifested by the com-





W. and W. C.
BINN'S
It is elegant and gives entire
satisfaction w henever used.
You ought to give it a trial.
W. and WC.Fee Dee, Ky.
SOUTHERN CHURCHMAN
i:is VA.
Ki4Talill.11 14 Eli 1135.
The oldest paper of the Episcopal Church in
the United edates.
Nutnerous correspondents. All important
church neut.. Special attention to
Nattily depart 5,5,-lit,.
-(atholic for r% ery truth (list;
Protestant against ni er, error of man."
$200 A Y E K.
!tend fti vent, and tr:4 it for 3 months.
34-
Christian : County




It will Eclipse all Previous Exhibitions.
It will cOmmence
Thursday, OCT. 8TH,and Continue T11- (TODa) s!
A program of unusual merit will be arranged. and LIBERIL PRE
IUMS GIVEN. The Ring Exhibits. Running and Trotting Rams, AEri-
cultural and Floral Hall Displays will please everybody.
Admission only 26 cents.
Write For Catalogue!







1E For muni and young men's all wool
suits. The regular prices on thesr suits
were:
85.00, 018.00, 1137.bo, $8.00,10.00
and a ft NN wery 15 00 suit,.
S7 Andfifty cents
For iren's and young men's fine
'lobby suits ard handsome patterns.
For men's and young men's suits,
strictly all wool and splendid values
The regular pleas on these sults were:
87.no, Mao, $10.00, 812.6o, $1b.00.
$9.00
For the finest suits in the house in
men's and young men's. The cream of
the market. The regular prices on these
The regular prices on these suits Were: suits were:
$10.00,12.50, $16.00, $17.50. $15, $10.5o, $17.5o, $18.00, $20.00.
SCHOOL SUITS ALMOST GIVEN AWAY.
$1.00
E For all wool suits thatsold at i250, $200
and $1.50.
ressee
Of the European nations which large- ree
ly take our leaf tobacco, Germany suit '
the United Kingdom have made liberal
increasea in their purchases for the.
seven months, while France and other
countries have about offset this gain by
their large decreases, Of foreign coun-
tries of minor importance, the Argen-
tine Republic, Africa, Asia and Oceen-
ica, have made large increases. Tine
heavy increase of the export to Africa
for July is notable.
THE LOULsVILLE MARKET,
Louisville Tobacco Market, furnished
exclusively by (;lover & Darrell, Louis-
ville Tobacco Wart-house;
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 3,663 hhde., with re-
ceipts for the same period of 1,655 hhds.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st
amount to 126.079 hhde. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date.
anionut to 121,401 Mule.
The quality of the offeriuge .of dark
tobacco this week has been in the main
poor. Prices for the good to fine grades
have been active and strong with an up.
ward tendency. We are also glad to Ise
able to report a little better feeling for
the common sorts. The weather has
been most favorable for cutting and
housing the crop and good progress has
been made in this direction.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for tobacco 1895 crop:
Trash  $1 00 to $1 25
Common to medium lugs. 1 (X) to 1 51)
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 00 to 8 50
Common leaf   2 50 to 3 5o
Medium to good leaf  3 50 to 5 0o
Leaf of extra length  5 00 to 7 00
Wrappery styles  700 to 00
Administrator's Sale.
As administrator of L. D. Watson, de-
ceased, I will sell at public auction te
the highest bidder, on the iarentises
where the "said L. D. Watson lived at
the time of his death, 8 utiles' Northeast
of Casio,. Ky., on
THURSDAY Mitt FRIDAY,
September 24th and 25th, 151•11, the f(4
lmwimsg desecribed property ; All of the
household and kitchen furniture, all
sttx•k, teams, toole implement's, en gin
etc., necessary for mulling three. ferule,
consisting of Wagons, plows', wheat
drills, binders, uneven+, eider mill, one
new buggy and hernias, Raw autti man-
drel, one 4-ply gaudy belt 6 invites will«.
romp fence posts, about 3,000 feet of
3,1,00 26-inch boards, four fruit
and tobaoto sprayers, one lasset mower,
a lot of bacon, 600 hiss. fertiliser. several
hundred wheat sacks, Hailman separator
and 15-horsepower tractions engine nestle
ly new, two shares of stock in H. N. &
R. Turnpike Road Co., also one in Can-
by Grange Hall, a list of threehed oats,
about 100 Int. of seed wheat, about 50
ho. clover seed, about 75 bbls. of old
cons, about 200 bills. new corn, about 75
tents of baled hay, part of which
is in the Garrott farm the balance on
the Campbell farm; and intending pur-
chasers can examine it before day of
sale. It will be sold at home place by a
few maniple bales, milch cows and feed-
ing cattle, fatted home feeding hogs,
mows and pigs, hareem hones, work
mules, colts anti other things too num-
emus to mention.
Titans :-For fat hop, seed wheat,
bacon, 2 shame of turnpike stork, heavy
steers and all sums of 000 and under,
rash; sll sums over on a credit of IS
mouths without interest if paid at mae





Administrator L. D. Watson, doted
Caaky, Ky., Sept. 8, 1896. w2t
To Lease for a Term of
Years.
The fine farm known as the Field's
farm to lease for a term of years. sit.
tutted about 6 mile South of Hopkins-
ville, Ky., adjoining the farm of R. F.
Reeve* on the West. Said farm con-
tains about 418 acres, 850 acres open
land. Building good and comfortable.
The farm is undoubtedly one of the very
best in Christian county and in a high
state of cultivation, having in the past
beets well taken care of.
For further information apply to
me at my office in rear of T. M. Jotiese
dry sexxle store, Hopkinsville. Ky.
Aug 25d1tw31 I, C. tieeT.
$1.50
For all wool suits that
sold at $450, $400
and $&50
2.00
For all wool suits that
sold at $5.00, $4 50
and $4.00.
$2.50
For all wool suits that









Hats Are Now on
Sale at
Mammoth Clothing & Shoe Co. /
E Oh!
E My My, My'
E WHY DIDN'T I
E HaveMy House Built
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w . epees to nye
the day. I think I hear in the distance
the rumbling of the King's chariot. Not
always in the reicerity is the church of
teed going to be, or are good n goieg
to tee The streets are going to be filled
with regeueratud populatious. Three
hundred awl sixty bells rang in Moscow
when one prince was married, but when
righteouenees and peace kiss each other
in all the earth 10,000 times 10,000
bells shall strike the jubilee. Pover y
enriched. Hunger fed. Crime banished.
lgnorarce eithenteued. All the clues
saved. le not this a cause worth work-
iug in?
Oh, yen think sometimes it does not
amount to much! Yon toil on in your.
differeut epheres, sometinee with great
discouragement. People have not faith
and say: "It does not amount to any-
tlevg. Von might ae well quit that."
Why, when Moo.s stretched his hand
over the Red sea it did not seem to
mean anything especially. People came
out, I suppose. and said, "Alm!" Some
of them found out what he wanted to
do. He wanted the sea parted. It did
not amount to anything, this stretching
out of his hand over the sea, But, after
awhile, the wind blew all night from
the east, and the waters were gathered
into a glittering nalisude on either side,
and the billows reared as God pulled
back on their crystal bits. Wheel into
line. 0 Israce! March, march! Pearls
crashed under feet. Flying spray gathers
into rainbow arch of victory for the
conquerors to march wider. Shout of
hosts on the beach answering the shout
of hosts amid sea.. And when the last
line of Israelites reach the beach, the
,cymbeds clap, and the shields clang, and
the waters rush ever the pursuers, and
the swift fingered winds on the white
keys of the foam play the grand march
of Israel delivered and the awful dirge
of Egyptian overthrow.
So you and I go forth, and all the
people of God go forth, and they stretch
forth their hand over the Pea, the boil-
ing sea of crime and sin and wretched-
ness. ' 'It doeute amount to anything,"
people say. Doesin't it? God Wind!' of
help will, after awhile, beget to blow.
A path will be cleared for the army of
Christian ph i threpiste The path will
be lined w Ith the Immures of Christian
berallevuee, mid we shall le greeted to
the other beach by the clapping of all
heaven's cymbals, while those who pur•
sued us ttud derieed us mid tried to tle•
stroy Us Will go tIOWII under the owe,
and all that will be left of them will be
oast high and dry upon the beach, the
seilitetered,wheel of chariot. or thrust
OeTt hdin IbeT.Zoirrilie-bTe:ELless leer
tril a a riderless charger.
•••••,.. 444•444,
When a baby cornet
to the house real hap-
piness comes. Worry
end WOrk and care and
anxiety count for noth-
i ageineet the
seitenttily teittly,
eileitiett lone rif 140
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that - nothing coin-
pensates for the loss
of it. The woman
wire has not borne a child has never come
to the real fullness of womanhood. Over
thirty years ago the needs of women ap-
pealed to Dr. Pierce, now chief consulting
physician to the Invalids' Hotel and Surg-
ical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y. The result
of his study improved by thirty years of
practice is embodied in Dr. Pierce's Fa-
vorite Prescription. It serves but one per-
poee. It strengthens, purifies and makes
healthy the organs distinctly feminine. It
gives weak women the strength and health
necessary for the production of healthy
children and it makes the bearing of those
children easy. It is sure to cure any weak-
ness OT derangement peculiar to women:
stops pain, soothes inflammation, strength.
ens, purifies. invigorates. Thousands of
homes have been made happy by its nee.
Thousands of letters like this one from
Mrs. W. P. CAM, of Cotton, A lIrtheoly Co.. /11.,
who writes : 1 was affected with all sorts of fe-
male trouble. I trigd three doctors, and sevem
kinds of patent medicine. and found no relief
hnsl,and said ' try Dr Pierce's medicine.*
I told him I might as well throw his money in
the fire as to try anything more. I had lost all
hope. I had not taken more than half a bottle,
when I could eat and sleep well. I took four
bottles of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, and
several vials of his ' Pellets One year aller I
gave birth to a fine baby girl. I rat along so
much better than when my other child was born
Three of my friends are taking your metlicuace
sad arc improving." Yours truly.
Dr. Pierce', Common Senfie Medical Adviser, •
tooS page &chit. hook, profusely illustrated. of
which 6.3o oaci have been sold at pee • copy will
be sent FREE on receipt of al cents to cover
cost of mail:ng only. N% or1d'a Dispenssry Med.
kal Association, 663 Main Street , Tindal°. N.Y.
Caveats, and Trada-Mar°- obtair end all Pat-
ent business conducted for Mloot....rt Feta.
Oodi Orrielt it OPPOSIVIL U, D. P Orflet
and we ulnae, are patent in Icall tuna Wan lbws
remote trout Washington.
Send model, drawing or photo., with descrip-
tion. Ws advise, if patenta,ric or is t, free of
charge. Our fee not due ad patent is sera-ed.
A PAIS•141.21'. •• Ma Obtai g l'atenta, ' with
cost of slam in the U. S. and tcreign countries
seat flee. A .
C.A.SNOW&CO.
Oote.  OrrICC, kg•an Zt:.024....44
Beautitul.
We make your Windows pretty
with BEAUTIFUL SIGNS
Your Houses
Fur spring should look neat ene
pretty. We do the FIN ES e
PAINTING, GRAINIG, Ol ASS
GILDING, HAIM-WOOD FIN-
IMMO, and EllESUOINCI. Wr
are
Responsible
Aud guarantee our work. Write
or call on us for estimates ou all
work.
Girard Ricker,






O'd Mutal Benefit Life
Of Newark, New Jersey.
-See Their New Contract.-
Everything in the Contract.
Loans and real estate are
specialties with us.
Office on West side North Main, near






(Formerly with Forbes & Bro.)
Will make eetimates on all kinds of
plastering and cement work.
All work guaranteed,
and prices reamonaele. Repair work
a specialty and will receive proMpt
attention.
ADDRESS Lock Box 420.
-AvEyni, noes Tnroat. Pimples, CopperUV Colored Spots, Acbeo, Old Moro,*
'kers In Routh, Hair .SA2, .7/ V• rite c00
RIM EDT CO, flar Igaiseat e Tem,
'hienwo, III., far proofs cd awes.
. M.14/0,041/0. Worst erne eared In








hi, nativity or resiflence, if it be a city
distinonished for any dignity or prow-
ess. Cesar boasted of his uatire Rome,
Virgil of Mantua, Lycurgus of Sparta,
Desuertbenea of Athens, Archimedes
of Syne:nee and Paul of Tarsus. I
should have suspicion of haw hearted-
uess in • man who had no especial in-
terest iu Mee dig, a his birth or resi-
dence-no n at the evidence+
of its prospedlleelf artistic cuebellish•
mons or its inibillectual advaucteneue
• neele•aelo roitat.
I have noticed that a mutt never likea
a easy whore bile:1414ot ieteuer
a wee!
People who hove I a free ride in the
prison van never like the eity thut fur-
nishes the vehicle. Whim I find Argos
and Rhodes and Smyrna trying to prove
themselves the birthplace of Homer, I
conclude at once that Homer behaved
well. He liked them and they liked
bine. We must not war on lendable city
pride, or, with the idea of building our-
selves up at any time, try to pull others
down. Bostou must continue to point
to its Faneuil hall and to its Common
and to its superior educaticnal advan-
tages. Philadelphia muss continue to
point to its Indepeudenee hall and ite
mist anti its Girard college. %whing-
e* Own continue to point to its wo
n.
detain espiteliar buildinee If I sheald
and a heel Beet fete eitei hate
led liti ethis Ilett tete, that tete tilde
*tee tee plitee of het
ituw Wind the Owe *4 Peaifiesiao, I
wool4 lilto amit,tow "Vittai
thing heves yore cloue there? What out-
redeem* thing have you been guilty of
that you do not like the place?"
I thiek we ought-an4 I take it for
granted you are interested in this great
work of evangelizing the cities and sav-
ing the world-we ought to toil with
the sunlight in our face& We are not
fighting in a miserable Bull Run at de-
fied. We are on our way to final vic-
e ry. We are not following the rider on
the black horse, leading us down to
death and darkness and doom, hut the
rider on the white horse, with the Moon
under his feet and the stars ef heaven
for his tiara. flail. Conqueror, bail!
I know there are sorrows, and there
are sins, and there aro sufferings all
around about Us, but as in Acme bitter,
cold winter day, when we are thrashing
our arms around us to keep our thumbs
from freezing, we think of the warm
eying day that will after awhile come,
or in the dark winter night we look up
and see the northern lights, the win-
dows of heaven illuminated by some
great victory, just so we look up from
the night of suffering and sorrow aud
wretchedness in our citiee, and we see •
light streaming through from the other
aide, and we know we are on the way
to morning-more than that, on the
w to "a morning without clouds."
I want you to understand, all you whe
are toiling for Christ, that the castles
of sin are all going to be captured. The
victory fee Christ in these great towps
is going to be so complete that not a
man on earth, or au angel in heaven, or
a devil in hell will dispute it. How do
I know? I know just as certainly as
God lives and that this is holy truth. The
old Bible is full of it. If the tation is
to be saved, .ofecourse all the cities are
to be wed. It makes a great difference
with you and with me whetber we are
toiling on toward a defeat or toiling
CO toward • victory.
• Gloriosa Thom.
Now. in this ma*ipal elenation of
which I speak I have to remark there
will be greater financial prosperity than
our cities have ever seen. Some people
gem) to have a morbid Mese of the mil-
lennium, and they think when the bet-
ter time comes to our cities and the
world people will give their time up to
psalm abaging and the relating of their
religious experience, and, as all social
life will be purified, there will be no
hilarity, and, as all basinese will be
purified, there will be no enterprise.
There is no ground for such an abeurd
anticipateou. lu the time of which I
speak where now one fertune is made
there will be a hundred fortunes made.
We all know btwiness prusperity de-
pends up(*) oantloeuce between man
and man. Now, when that time manes
of which I speak, wad when all double
dealing, all disbonesty, anti all fraud
are II0110 Out of ceezonercial circle's,
thorough coufidenee will be established,
and there will be Letter busineow done
and larger fortunt'll gathered sad
migetier sweetie-14 achieved.
Tbe great enrineets detainers of this
eorantry have come from the work of
sodleee speculators and infamous stock
gamblere Tee great fee to basinerie
crime. Wheu the right shall have hurled
back the wreng, and, shall have purified
tbe commerciad code, and shall have -
thundered down fraudulent establish-
t s, and shall have put into the hands
of honest men the keys of business-
eleseed time for the bargain makere. I
am not ta/king an abstraction. I am not
making a guess. I am telliag you God's
eternal truth.
In that day of which I speak taxes
will be a mere nothing. Now our bage
nese men ase taxed for everything. City
quell, county taxes,_state taxes, United
grasigUrs-searitiihip-taxea, lecenlie
Inanttfuoturi2g taet s - 7., ,
taxes! Our ermine* men have to make
a small fortnne every year to pay their
taxes. What faetens an our ;melte indr.s-
tries this ave fel loed? Crime, individaal
and cfficiaL We have to pay the bourd
of the villains who ere incenerated
our prisons. We hove to take care of the
orphans-a Vim who plunged i n to their
graves through isastial indulgences. We
have to support the municipal govern-
ments, which are vast and expensive,
just in proportion as the criminal pro-
clivities are vast and rremendoas.
iltipport the almshouses and police eta-
tieus, and all the machinery of muunii-
piel government? The taxpayers.
No Moro Crime.
But in the glorious time of which I
epeakrgrievous taxatien will all have
ceamee. There will Le no need of snp-
porting- criminate; the re will be no
criniinala. Yirtne will have taken the
plai.e of vice. There will be no orphan
asylums, /or parents will be able to
leave a competency to their children.
There will be no voting of large sums
of money for some municipal imProven
ment, which money, before they get to
the improvements, drops into the pock-
ets of those who voted it. No oyer and
termiuer kept up at vam expense to the
. people. No impaneling of juries to try
theft and anion and murder and slander
and blackmail. Better factories. Grand-
er architectare. Finer equipage. Larger
fortunes. Richer opulence. Better
churehes.
In that better time, also, coming to
those cities, Christ's churches will eLe
more numerous, and they will be larger,
and they will be mr.re devited to the
gospel of Jesus Christ, and they will
accomplish greater influences for good.
Mow, it is often the case that churchea
are envious of each other, and denonii-
satleaui collide with each other, and






in on, great oitiesi the elAttcheit are
• not todsy large enough to hold more
thee) a. fourth ot eh° eopuletion. The
REV. DR. TALMAGE SHOWS HOW THE Churches Rea see 
benit-eeteiParatteelY
GOSPEL WILL AFFECT 1-crefe. 
few of them aro fully oteueitel. The
al-tern/to attendance' in the elturehee of
the *United States today ist :not 400.
Bla mays They Will All De evangelised. N
to and Ito Expecte to Live to See It --How
IS WM Be Etreerht About and the Comm
sistassans.
WatalL'IBTON, Sept. 13. - So much e
that is depreering il said about the u
witkedness of the cities it will cheer lc
us to read what Dr. Talmage says in f
this sermon about their coming retlemp- ftev 
people, having attended very care-
non. The text is Zechariah riii, 5, 
fiilly to their toilet, come and sit down
-And the streets of the city shall be ee
!theY do not want to be 
croWded ; they
full of boys and girls playing in the 
like • whole seat to themeelves-aud
'streets thereof." 
then, if they have any tiulte left from
Glimpeee of our cities redeemed! thinking of 
their store and trout exam-
Now buys anti girls who play iu the 
iuiug the style of the hat. in flout ef
streets run such mike that multitudes 
them, they Kit and listen to a sermon
of them end ma rum. Bet, in ee, eon,- w
arranted to hit no man's sins and tie-
ing time spoken oh our cities will be so 
ten to music which is rendered by a
choir warranted to sing tunes that no--
mond teat lads anti lasses aliall be as
safe in tbe public thoroughfares as in 
body knees. Anti then, after an hour
and a half of indolent yawning, they go
- the nursery.
Pulpit and printing press for the 
home refreshed. Every tuau feels bet-
ter after he has had a sleep.
most part in our day are busy in des- In many of the churches of Christ in
cuseing the condition of the cities at our day the music is simply-a mockery.
this time, but would it not be health- I have net a cultivated ear nor a (uni-
tedly encouraging to all Christtan work-
ers. and to all who are toiling to make 
voted veiee, Yet no man can .do mY Ring'
the world bettes, if we rheuld ter a lit- ta
g for me- 1 have nothing to say
tle while look forward to the time when Again"
 ertistio music.. Th
e $2 or $5
our cities shall be revolutionized by the 
PaY to hear any of : febe great
gotepel of the Son of God, and all the 
!Owens of song are a good lnvestment.
darkness of Ain and trouble and crime 
Put when the people assemble in roll-
and suffering shall be 
gone from the gious convocation, and the hymn
 is read,
and the. angels of God step frcui their
world?
Every man has a pride in the city of 
throne to catch the musie on their
sting* do not let us drive them away
by our indifference. I have preached in
churches where vast mune' of money
were employed to keep up the music,
and it was as exquisite as any heard on
gerth, but I thought, at the same time,
llor all matters piactical I would prefer
lite hearty, outhreaking song of a back.
*roods Methodist camp meeting.
' Let one of thee° starveling fancy
bongs sung in church get up before the
throne of God, how would itseetu stand•
I1238 maid the great elexologitei of the tee
deemed? Let the flue at cis ratio air that
ever went up fre tu the chetah of Christ
get ninety hours the start. ll will be
()Aught aed plowed by the hosanna tif
the Sabbath reboot childrem I know a
ehurch where the choir did all the sing-
ing, saTO One 0:MI841811 willl, 'Who,
through "perseverance of the saints,"
Went right on, and afterward a coin-
Stitt& was appointed to wait on hini
end leak him if he would uot please stop
tinging, as he bothered the choir.
Let theme reluee to sing
Who n,:ver knew our God,
But children of the heavenly King
hhould speak their joys abroad.
"Praise ye the Lord. Let everything
*ith breath praise the Lere." In the
"ketone time coming in out cities and
in the %veld hoeatina will Meet hosau-
tia. setl hnllelulah, heilielidetle
Hs* It WM tte Orem
la ISM latie elite el *huh I *peak
all the hatiotatof m601'171004 efittie *hit
relltelof Will OP eleessee4 ewe will lia il
lueltintitelt MOW le it le lie doltel Yell
Pay, perhaps Ly nue telitielete Perhaps
I say by another. I will tell You what
is my idea, aud I kuow I am right iu it:
The gospel of the Son of God is the only
agency that will ever accomplish this.
A gentleman in England had a theory
vt; in the glorious time ̀o,f which I
ak, there are going lei be vast
tactics, and they are going to be all
nged with - worshipers. Oh, what
sting songs they will sing! Oh, what
uest sermons they will preach! Oh,
lat fervent prayers they will offer!
sv, in our time, what its called a
.hionatle church is a plate where a
that if the natural forces of wind and
tide and sunshine aud wave were rightly
applied and rightly developed it would
make this whole earth a paradise. In a
book of great genius, and which rushed
from edition to edition, he said: "Fel-
low men, I promise to show the means
of creating a paradise within ten years,
where everything desirable for human
life may be had by every man in super-
abundance without labor and without
pay-where the whole face of nature
shall be changed into the most beautiful
farms, and man may live' in the most
magnificent palaces, in all imaginable
refinements of luxury, and in the most
delightful gardens-where he may ac-
complish without labor in one year
more than hitherto could be done in
thousands of years. From the houses to
be built will be afforded the most cul-
tured views that can be fancied. Frem
the galleries, from the roof, and from
the turrets may be seen gardens as far
as the eye can see, full of fruits and
flowers, arranged in the most beautiful
order, -with walks, colonnades, aque-
ducts, canals, ponds. Plains, amPleithea-
term, terraces, fountains, sculptured
works, paviliona, gondolaa, places of
popular amusement, to lure the eye and
lanes'. Ali tefieeto- aoneetrurgliiegethe
water, the wind and the ganshine to
their fall development."
He goes on ante gives plates of the
machinery by which this work is to be
done, aud he says he only needs at the
mart a company in wbich the shares
shall be $20 each, and $100,000 or
$200,000 dial! be ranted just to make
a specimen community, and then, this
being formed, the world will see its
practicability, and very soon $2,000,000
or $3,000,00J can be obtained, and in
ten years the whole earth will be em-
paradised. The plan is not so preporter-
one as some I have heard of. But I will
take no week in that company. I do not
believe that it will ever be done in that
way by any mechanical force or by any
machinery that the human mind can
put into play. It is to be done by the
gospel of the Son of God-the omnipo-
tent machinery of love and grace and
pardon and salvation. This is to empar-
adieu the natiens. Archimedes destroyed
a fleet of ships coming up the harbor.
You know how he did it? He lifted a
great eunglass, history tells Us, and
when the fleet of ships came up the har-
bor of Syrucuse he brought to bear this
mingle*, and he focused the sun's rays
upon those ships. Now the sidle are
wings of fire, the masts full, the vessels
sink. Oh, my frieuds, by the suughter
of the gospel converging the rays of the
sun of righteous:egg upon the sins, the
wickedness vf tbe world. we will make
them blase aud expire.
Tha cheated Maio.
In that day of which I speak do you
belieee there, will be iwy midnight ca-
rousal? Will there be ahy kiekiug off
from the raarble steps of shivering men-
dicants? Will there be any nnwaehed,
unfed, uncombed childroi? Will there
be any blaephemies in the streets? Will
there be any inebriates staggering past?
No. No wine stores. No lager beer sa-
loon& No distilleries, where they make
fhe three X's. No bloodshot eye. No
bloated cheek. No iumeniunents of ruin
and destruction. No fist pounded fore-
head. The grandchildren of that wom
an who goea down the street with a
curse, stoned by the boys that follow
her, will be the reformers' and philan-
thropists and the Christian mop and the
lamest merchants 'of our eitae.
Then wbet municieal governments,
too, we will have in all the cities. Some
cities are worse than others, but in
many of our cities you just walk down
by the city halls and look in at some ef
the rooms occupied by eoliticians, and
see to what a sensual, lerethsome, igno-
rant, besotted crew city politics is often
abandoned. Or they s4ild around tho
city hall picking theirwteeth, waitosg
for 'tome emoluments of crumbs to fall
to their feet, waiting all day long, aud
waitiilg all pight long.
Who are those wretched women taken
up for drunkenness, and -carried up to
the courta, and put in prison, of course?
What will you do with the grog shcps
that make them drink? Nothing. Who
are those prisouers in jail? One of them
role a pair of TH4 boy etole a
dollar. Thies girl snatchS4 a purse. All
of item crimes damagiegl society less
than $20 or rite. But whet will you do
with the gamblatewho laet night robbed
the young man of $1,000? Nothing.
What shah be done with that ono who
bre4ks through and detiteoes the purity
el a Christian home, and with an adroit-
ness and perfidy that beat the strategy
of hell, flings thrinking, shrieking
soul into ruin? Nothing. What will you
do with those who fleeced that young
man, getting him to purloin lurge sums
of money from his employer-the young
man who came to au officer of my
church and told the story and frantically
sated what he should do? Nothing.
Ah, we do well to punieh small
crimes, but I have sometimes thought it
would be better in some ypt our cities if
the officials would only turn out from
the jails the petty criminals, the little
ofiendees, $10 desperadoea and put in
their places some of the moneters of in-
iquity who drive their roanepou through
the tareets so swiftly that honest men
have to leap to get out of'the way of Lc-
mg run over! Oh, the darenable echemes
see the baud of bretletreeed. But in tem' teat professed Christian men will sumo-
dme of which I speak, while there will time* engage in until God the Be-
be just as many differences of opinien ger of his retribution intie the collar of
are there are now, there will be no wee- I their robe of hypocrisy and rips it clear
_




I was a sufferer for eight years from Eczema, but
nose , purely cured. rho tatitn• of tny bandit
eS. re cover. d and badly Ing.tord ; white
baat,ro appeared. theta would pe. I tf, tearing
a r,d, mouth surface, Which V.1.11A urn like
tire and Itch. On the iodide of the LIN*, Par* a
my Innbe, great red blotches Ainl appear at 4
as soon as I breame ',min, Lite burnt!), and ,tt A
Ma would begin. Niteht aft. r night I would
awake and *crotch, and oleno4t so wild. I '
box of CI:TR:Una. •nd a bottle Of l't TICUlta lir .
In ol.vItaT, mud after a tee atip'icatione I n Ilcidl
thr redone mul ludamtuatIon disappear, br fury /
• 11,1 u-rrl nw• t.or Ihrre vas sof a 1., G (I It I /...,••
fen. I can &inert that St.uu "Focal of The earo and Cumberland Gap 
Takes on a
eISTICtIna ILEJ0/41.11stItia..t;13.1dottKo.Pittsburg, ea.
TIt-t11% ta•AP ailtylbe •11•1,•1.011•
 ol ,•,..Ortior fres Tag triers? 
hoth•
w. sod fluid swot 04 Le (Kt &Alta 
ag 1.100f curs..
Nol.I theaornamt the ...lg. crrieras, eiet
so,r, . Ka401V11•1•, .sor. s..41 SI. loafs* ..e
•st, cuss en. 1.1,1•• .11,,et,
U•• to Yormawootly Core Loweara.'"IirsUad from.









Mono* aug b...a4fwe Me tan.
Promotes a luxuriant pueth.
Devoe Pails to Reams






r , nthgeolmt. Take luta .a.2-tent
'glee. it Tin euty_eore for feta,
mote Y.". ••••••. AI " wit. Or gatALAL • (2,114 M. Y.
DRIVEN LIKE CATTLE.
Corporations Forcing Ern-
oloyes to Visit McKinley.
PARKER'S CINCER TONIC
COMPANY FORMED. ni:hrse„.1110%.% THEt•. Damen, fon* Wren •s,r•ole• anti ,t valla •A0411,(1 it.
Deferent flame.
Ito W,aikEi Success
of Scott's Emulsion in e. femme).
hole scrofula and other leirrns of
bereelitary disease is doe to ifs
powerful. food proverticS.
FITIrleirtn
rapidly creetcs healthy fleeh-1
prciper le reditaryi
taints develee only when thel
system becomes weakened.
! lit Me toorq
niedicine has been
so successful ill dis-
eases that are most
menacing- to life. I hy-
sicians everywhere
preset-4e it.
Pn-reir.4 I u...r None., Y S'Idnurinne,
EAK MEN
CURED A3 IF BY MAGIC.
victims te test litenetwe should seed at








ford to ignore [hi::
timely advice.
Book t ells how
full strength, di-
relooment an3 tone are Imparted to every
portion of the hody. Sent with prettiee





You will feed it an easy matter
to keep
always at the right temperature.
They are Quick Bakers,
Superior Cookers and
Powerful Heaters.
A written guarantee with every
Ono.
SOLD BY GEO. YOUNG.
Pror6ssion.al Girds.
.•••••••••••••••,....•••••WoMs••••••••••••••WIISO••••••• ••••••••••.•••••••




DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE Ilagsdale and Cooper Building.IIVUlits: 8 to 10; 2 to 4.
Telephone No. 132.
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON,
Attorneys-At-Law.
Office iu Ilopper Block, up stairs over
Planters Bank,
HOPKINMVILLE, • - KENTUCKY.
Fill1.114D
attorneti - at - Law
1 mice Popper r Mork, invwerlat terls't
to S. Merliveather
T3E".13179r1r1v1191"
Pint,. ',Teo r•., or. ealr-r .tl•N•l•
Ea. C. ANDE.RSON
Pllysiciall Waal
Office over Planters Ba ik. Office
hours from 9 to 11 a. na., 2 to 4 p. m
L. & N. Time Table.
SOUTH.
The following time table tells when
all passe-nicer trains arrive here:
No, 53, St. Louis expres. ..6 :00 am
No. 55, aecommodation.. ...... ..7 :06 am
No. 93, Chicago express 6 :45 am
No, 51, St. Louie mail 5 :29 pm
NORTH.
No. 52, St. Louis mail. . ....10:05 am
No. 54, St. Louie express  9 :50 pm
No. 56, accommodation  :40 pm
No. 9'2, Chicago express   9:10 pm
No, 53 makes connections at Guthne
for Louisville and points East. No. M







1 A SURF and CEATAIN CURE
kno-esn for 15 years astrie
Br:RT rir.::.77::.DY for PIVES.




I3i lious and Intermittent Fevers
which prevail in miasmatic dis-
tricts are invariably accompan-
isyi by derangements of the
oliach Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Health.
The liver is the great " '..iving
wheel" in the mechanism of
man, and when it is out oforder,
the whole system becomes de-
.:••••1 HAIR BALSA
Mame, sod hrseettfwa 14449111/•Insurant Swarth
cver Toils tO Heaters 0
Hwy to Oa Youthful Color.
Cons scalp &wawa hair Mania.
h and LI, at
nINDERCORNS The only we Care S-.us Stops a.. pea.. Makes 'Wong easy. lie. atlhenpme
Cht.tre•r*,- Aunt '".. PI swil fl•aa4..r
The people of Hopkinsville have about
& Cumberland Gap Railroad, bnt the
announcement that the nanfe of the pro.
poetei road has been changed to Cairo
& Tennessee River Railroad Co., a new
company formed, articles of incorpora-
tion filed and a survey being made and
coming this way may arouse some en-
thusiasm among the moat hopeful ele-
ment of the citizens.
The office of the new company is at
Mayfield. Mr. B. A. Neel is preeident
and Mr. E S. Beaumont secretary. The
incorporators are J. M. Coulter, A. .1.
Harpale, B. F. Beckam, A. F. Tomlin-
son and George Dahuke, of Tennessee,-
and B. A. Neale, W. W. Robertson, E.
S. Beaumont, J. L. Dismukes, J. D.
Simpson, H. C. Cannady, S. A. Nor-
man, S. J. Matthews, Will J. Landrum
and William McDonald, of Kentucky.
Most of the latter reside at Mayfield.
According to the plans the road is to
run from Bristol, Tenn., through the
mutates' of Hawkins, Hancock, Clai-
borne, Union, Campbell and Scott, en-
tering Kentucky near the dividing line
of Campbell end Scott into Whitley
enmity and thenee through Pulaski,
Wayne, Clinton, Cumblrland, Monroe,
Berme Allen, Simplest', Logan, Todd,
Christian, rrige, Marianne Graves, Car.
lieu anti Bennet to Fort Jefferson, 011
the Missinippi River.
The last issue of the Cadiz Telephone
containe the following information :
A corp.; of surveyors, backed by the
citizens of Mayfield, have run a prospec-
tive line from Ft. Jeffexson, on the Mis-
siesippi river, near Cairo, nearly to the
Temieswee River, en route to Cadiz.
The force, consisting of niue operators,
are expected to reach this county with-
in the coming week. Cumberland riv-
er will be 'Tanned with a bridge at the
Month of Iteineeree creek within sight
of Cabins Aenther Nee is termite+
fief were. etightead Bien Yeelikliti
the MIAMI', met Mitten 111111 Ilia Meat Me
1100 10 140000 the liehthee
of the fettite
perfPret. 'Pt itilitt's-erilePriel•ligrultillttiel-liaTtTenaintliritrii171
and blood purifier. Removes billious-
uess without purging. Cures chine and
mikes the Nimplexion good. Guertin-
teed by all dealers.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
. -
Nobody was in the least surpriseel
when Bourke Cockran came out for Mc-
Kinley and the single gold standard, as
it was fully sixteen years ago, in 1880,
that he stumped the State of Matue in
behalf of the Greenback cause. It can-
not poroibly injare the Democratic party
to be opposed by a man who is to be
found ou one side of the question in one
campaign and on the other side a few
years later. On the same principle the
candidacy of John M. Palmer will not
hurt the party, as he has been a Demo-
crat, a Republivan, then a Democrat
aeaiu and then, to get to the Senate,
swallowed the ()vela platform of the
Populiet party, and new he is a Etolto-
crat.
An eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth, is the old Moaaic doctrine, but
the doctors of to-day RAMP the eye-sight
by applying Sutherland's Eagle Eye
Salve. It cures all forms and you can
buy a tube anywhere for 25c.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick
.
The geld-bugs ask the American peo
ple to believe that the reduction of the
volume of prim-any money to the gold
basis, which has doubled the value of
gold, while providing falling prices for
everything else, is the secret of perma-
nent prosperity ! But Bryan and the
Chicago platform maintain that there
can be no prosperity until silver is res-
tored to its legitimate place by the side
of gold. The question is, does &mire
money or abundant money make good
times? It ought not to require much
time for any voter to decide this mat ter
for himself.
There is no use taking pills or purga-
tive's to cure chills. Dr. Bell's Pepper-
mint Chili Tonic eons them by itself. It
does more than that, too-it gives you a
new dreas on the. inside'. It tones you
np and makes you etroter. It melee
you feel some account. Sold on a guar
antee.
-For sale by R 0 Hardwick.
If Hanna hasn't time to write McKin-
ley another speech, the newspaper read-
ers of the country, for their own relief,
ought to chip in and make up a purse
and employ sefilebody to write him a
new one The elite r could submit it
to the ryntlicet-- t eleKinley was
made to do with his -Letter of Accept
niteet"-t0 WO if it %Weed tend to have
the proper corrections, made if there
should happen to lete Bey truthful weal.
meta about any (libation tif publie joule
cy.
Itheumatisin Curse In a Dim
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures in I to 3 davs
Its action upon the. sysfem is remarkable
and mystenais. It remove,' at once the
cause and the disease immediately dis-
appears. The first dosegreatlo benefits;
75 cents• Sold by It. C. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkineville.
NO friend of silver ought to fail to
vote this year, as the larger the majori-
ty for free silver the more completely
will it silence the gold bugs. The peo-
ple want the majority to be so large this
year as to settle the currency question
for all time. A small majority will not
do, as it would cause the gold bngs
thiuk that it was au accident and that
they could win in another battle and
they would, therefore, continue the
fight for anether four years. We don't
want any "dog•fall" this time.
Chills are a bad sign. Chills portend
the oncoming of serious disease. They
are an early syniptom of malaria, pre-
cede pneumonia, inflamation of the
bowels, and many other dangerous di-
fifttlAVS. They should never be neglected.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic curem
them. It tastes like miut candy. All
druggists; guarantee it.
-For sale by R. 0. Hardwick.
Every political demand in favor of
the toilers; against the financiers anti
monopolists is termed anarchism and
their supporters are called anarchists by
the gold bees and their organs--R spub-
'icon _and Boltoeratic. Whew ! what
an immense lot of anarchists will be
shown on November 3rel to reside in
these United States! The elections will
show the anarchists to be overwhelm-
ingly in the minority.
Becker's Araks Save.
ENHYROYAL PIUS
Ortgawal sant Only Spowfoo.
sm. ato•e• ottower. too.. oat
l'o.rolos ow I ItarksMer • "0.0.
Mewed It Rad sad 0.4,1 swank....wed 5. Moo Maas. Take
Ile.A.IrLiVenrun eakalit.
wt./ dabololdoa40 AI U14111.1.,••
n u, •••• parileataia, P•talkelala
IP Heller Pew laselos.“ ea teen. tr? reevewe, Man. I 0.nals r-aowtoroa Or eau. hp.,
•••• Irbl.lberetort "locmarsaltio,Sliesdtwrer 1041.14,-.
• el foal Vt.-zoysia MLA.. Psy
, • 1 :1%
is






Has 'eri ae WORM :terns:lies.
!EVERY BOTtLE GUARANTEED.






Curia all Imiltiles alb*
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PM Brines sleep to the Illeepless Cure. insomnia
and N•r•,.1121 l'reestx•Uon. hot 't f01014.1 With lionthll.aa
maathm.. lake otii• Crean...NV. hire. bOo
at all Druggists, or mailed frre. AOENTS WANTIELt.
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM Pftxtue"woodier •
fill nor of Balt Rheum, Old Sores, Cuta,Wounda,
Buena, FrostAtes. Estris all other nmedire Ihr
fres Addis's. CURIO,' tviL coi. Inas
netts. 11,14e Itank_nti 1111k1t1401






rn.vo.g e nrods rosoertr.r...ue lt is rplcupIrd, nat.: .• • .-
• tri't,a4 11•1r..,ct Il• . • • I
.1•`• a 1...1'.1,,111:. Fun and 
•••,,,,
po Csafaiadtka to,lu.. toe WM-
Vioia Crean
lenetuta. nourishes and e•-tores
• eel. e and beautiful. It I.,. . • •
ars nat Up. tat remelt:am I..e..osh. l'
1....rc3le.a RA Weeny, dors Not WtS/LL Ire dans
fr.r It. 1'111(4,1y {reparation that wi..1 eir
romove Fr •-•:les. Elackheeda. Tan. Sublorri and
P. .„•I .4. Ilan...real, ..f feat tnr.-,eimus f r. an par
Price secants a Jar at druggists-
0. C. BITTNER CO.. TOLLE)°, CI:10.
Via. Ohio Valley By.
In connection with the C. 0. & S. W.-
and Illinois Central, to Louisville, Cin,
cinuati, Memphis, New Orleans aud
points beyond.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:20 a. m. 2:53 p.m
Ar. Puelueah 12 :00 noon 5 :50 p.m.
Ar. Memphis 6:40 p. m. 7:10 a.m.
Ar. New Orleans 7:40 a. m. 7:30 p.m.
Ar. Louisville 11:10 p. m.
Ar. Cincinnati 6 :40 a. pi
Close connections made at Princeton
with through pond vestibule trains, car-
rying Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
free reelining chair care.
B. F. Mitchell, E. M. Sherwood,
G. P. A. Airt.
Evansville. Ind. Hopkinsville
Lv. Evansrille 6 :15a. tn)
Lv. Henderson 7 :02 "
Lv. Corydon 7 :25 "
Lv. Morganfield 7 :55 "
Ly. DeKoven 8 :27 "
Lv. Marion 9 :21 "
Lv. Princeton 10 :21 "
0. V. Ry. Time Table.
Corrected May.31, 1/596.
sorter SOUND.
No. 1;daily: No. 3 daily.





Arv. Ilopkiusville 11:30 noon 9:50 p. m.
•,NOR1 H SOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily.
Lv. Efopkinsville 5:20 a. m. 2:53 p. m.
arrive 4:00
leave 4 :45Princeton 6 :37 "
Lv. Marion 7 :31 "
Lv. DeKoven 8:2; "
Ly Morganfield 9:0.2 "
1,v. Corydon 9 :30 "
Lv. Henderson 9 :52 "









LT. Morganfield 9:10 et. m.
Arr. Cuiontowu 9 :35 a. 311.
AOUTIII DOURO.
EA. Uniontown 7 :23 a. m. 5 :25
Arv. ?duranntield Tee a, in, 5:50
tocia, rumour? ToAtto..
Prieeteton 7 ni,
try. ilettitineville 10:20 a, tn. tinily,
It :00 iv in daily,
At-v. Prineetem 7 : p. tn. daily,
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Custisman's Menthbi
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l'uroo that dreadful f... ling at Ileed
and sf flay. I, Oh •-•ke re-
freatIlIta di aught.
EFFERVESCES SODA WATER.
If yea are Weak and Nervona.
t ure yr..., If you 1111•• 1.4.11
I 'UT A1.1. NItilit it irdi MosIght.
ro you up. Two doses a dim*.
Druggist&
• CUSHMAN DPUC CO.
• I a ' art.coot.,_1 Wave. VI
Q• TUHIECKEST
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Braises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts, LollisvILLE.,oitiEmpll15
_ Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cares Piloe, or no Direct Connections For
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perect satisfacion or money refanded.
Prife 25 oentader box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick opkiwille Kv.
At, .••••••..
CINCINNATI ANL; Th'S EAST.
Jir.-rct Connections .a.
Unmindful of the declaration of Holy Ail ,
Writ that lying lips an. an abomination ;71311'31P9"
to the Lord, the Republican leader. are • exas
asserting that McKinley will carry Ken-
tucky by a large majority. Kentucky
went Republican once, but that was
enough-it will not do so again.
ranged and disease is the result. Worth Its Weight In
Tuft's Liver Pills coid--Sutherlitiiti's Eagle
CreCli I !ye: irocjiles. itye 
SsIve.










• .* "ft/.4 P: FFT SLEEPERS.
,n& tiois to tie nearest agent
. is Soothwatts-•. R. IR.
BRYAN PARTY.
A Preacher and a Bridegroom Who Kth
Deserve To Be Taken OW and Shot.
[SPECIAL TO NEW KNA1
Chicago, Ill., Sept. 14. •- -Heretofore the
Republican Committee's agents have
been going to towns and organizing
"delegations" to go to Cauton to call on
McKinley, paying all expenees, and
only getting such people as would go of
their own accord, but now there is to be
a departure, and men will now have to
go or they will likely lose their jobs.
was yesterday announced that on next
Friday night one hundred coaches; full
of railroad men you'd leave Chicago in
charge of B. B. Ray, General Master of
the Rock Island Railrood Company, and
go to Canton to "call on McKinley. '
These railroad inen:do not go of their
own accord, but in compliance with a
"request" from the managers of all the
raLroade centering in Chicago, who have
Untied eirculars to all their employee
from conductors down to pectiou hands,
saying that the coinpanieswonel furled'
trains free of charge on ppecifiel date
to all MIN VIII 1110711.11 W80 11111.MYIA 1.41 Ifo to
Cuoton to -nal on" Mr. MeKeiley.The
circular also 'poke of the important.° of
sill wen hying Informed as to the leatlieg
isomer of the day. and of the iniportance
of the gold standard t eing intentniutel
in order that wagee may not be reduced.
While there is tio threat made openly,
yet the men who have received the. eir-
(-tilers, being familiar with the methods
of railroad companies, read between the
liues, and know that if they should de-
cline to "call ou" Mr. McKinley on the
date speeified it would not be long be-
fore they would lose their placen, wheel
weenie, be Rivet' be men who would egret.
tte tette ea direeted,
Title illoWs los* flrepeleite the
hugs have haenthe: 'the Hoot will have
ito t3ottiott, haeoot.ti the7 know II
in a matter of hread sun meat to Iloilo-
that they will loee their pieties unless
they pretend to be glad of a rheum to
go, but they can not fail to look with
contempt upon such campaign methode,
and despise a candidate who ie afraid to
go out manfully on the stump where he
might have to meet his opponent in
joint debate-and be "ekinned alive,"-
but who stays at home and has big cor•
psrations to compel their men to go
there and listen to him while he makes
all sorts of absurd statements, as he
knows there is nobody there to answer
him, has men driven to hear him
through fear of losing their places, and
thereby being unable to support their
wivee anti children. These men regard
this course as cowardly the extreme,
but they have to submit or else starve,
but when the ballots cast on the third
day of next November shall have been
counted the Republicans will find that,
with the secret ballot in their hands,
these men have reeented the ineult to
their manhood.
The Republican press gives glowing
accounts of the big delegation of raii-
road men who are to -call on" McKin-
ley, as if they were not driven like so
many cattle. It says that iu this num-
ber are 300 Ituliaus, who have heretofore
been Democrata.
Don't 1st sue env persuade you to take
anything else instead of Simmons Liver
Regulator. Sono. merchante will try to
do this bra not fnr your ;tootle. They do
it to make a little more profit on Fenno-
thing which is of an inferior quality,
though you muet pay just am much for
the bad as for the good. Be snre to take
Simmons Liver Regulator anti nothing
else. Look for the Red Z on every
package.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick
Make no mistake. It is a fight be-
tween the classee and the inaosts, aud
the masses will win.
Dr. Bell's Peppenuint Chill Tone-
cures chills anti makee you well again.
It rids you of having them and builds
up your strength. It is pleasant to
take und gives you a warm de.lightful
feeling all over. instead of the me/arable
shivering . It is good for the stomach.
too. tend Peppermint is the beet thing in
the worlti for the. bowls. Avoid bitter
quinine pills that may make you deaf,
told have. always handy tit the how's a
bottle of Dr. Peppermint Chill
'1 unit'. It's guitraidetsl,
For sale by It. C. lierelwiek
They are Oil! count lief thinovrot Iv
hnhota in Arioneolm,
If Angel(' ix an anarchiet, will WHIR,
beefy please. tell us whet Palmer is?
If you keep the Hommel and bowels
right ill hot, damp weather you will
not be troubled with any of the summer
ills; and there is only one way to keep
them right and that is by the nee of
Lightning Hut Drops. Now this is what
stomach and bowel troubles include :
All intestinal ills, from Infantile Colic
to Cholera Asiatic. There's Cholera
Morbus-should be written Pimply
Cholera, as the mortals wide nothing to
the meaning; it's a deadly disease, often
kills, and kills quickie-Joe. if not check-
ed, death frequently teeming within a
few hour.; of the beginning of the at
tack. Cuolera morbus is of microbic
origin ; ito are the great majority of the
loomed' and bowel disorders, one pal-
neuter species of bat tern= inducing
this complaiet, another species t hat
Lightning Hot Drops elms all Stotn •
itch and Bowel troubles-Cholera, Choi-
(Tine or Premonitory Diagnoses, Cholera
Morbus, Cholera lufautum, Summer
Complaint, Dysentery or Bloody Flux,
Flux, Diarrhera, Cramp Colic, Painter's
Colic, NAZISM Retching and Flatulency
-it CURES tlw whole long lien from
Cholera to Infantile Colic. Swtateued,
ehildren like it. Lightning Hot Dotits
will cure any kind of pains, exter-
nal and internal. Have. • bottle ready,
for you can't tell how soon you may
need it and we know its use will save
you much suffering. This is not all
overdrawn statement, but every word is
true, and when you have ouce tried it
you will say the ?tame.
Lightning Hot Drops are sold with
the distinct understanding that if you
get no relief your money will be ref and-
.41 by your druggist. The 50c size con-
tains 212 times as much as the 25c size.
HERB MEDICINE CO.,
Springfield, 0.
The Cincinnati Etainirer says that
the Ohio leaders in the Boltoeratic con-
vention at Indianapolis were. either Fed-
eral officeholders; or men who
have bee'll trying to break into the Re-
publican party for the past ten years.
CASTORIA
For Infants and Children
The he-
It OS




kiec table Preparation for As-
tirg thcrood atc1P.cuta-
ting the vault,- and LioweLi ef
.•• 4.4m
Prornotts '
ness attl fiest.Contains neither
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Claes& is pat tp la ene.sla baths aly. It
is :Kt sold is leak. Dose allew Man to an
yen asetkiag als• en the plea or premiss that It
is "jest as geed" sad " will wawa miry pea-
pies." ee- Ste teat you got C-1-2-1-0-14-A.
TUN- ,,,„....seeteeesesfee I,





TIJE 9RCAT RUSI-NESS TRAINING SCHOOLCF THE-SOUTH.
',,./(Att-///.,1);;,/,),,may Weilettot or mittens woome net Mtge',
Agfizgyi.;4.:4444,444 yilelides RECeeitt SUED BY Thi teepee males 1101




1 r. rgaibly, XI e School", ?homier
big/m.4.10m, Nt; 8ntonnm, iroptooem
14* illstotentell entologise, whim".








Livery, Ft ed and
`iale stable.
nice line c.t pretiy turnouts always on hand,
US edietbleett reeset Seventh at
Just iiiteturned
Frdm her year's vacation hes the
glornins Autumnal seas-on, and ith
it erre,: serious consideration of
suitahle clotLing for the season.
Take a Lcok zt Clark's
New Stock of Fabrics
for Pall and Winter wear. The7
eau hot fail to please you. The
stock is all new, up-to-date and in





'or Seventh and Virginia Sts.
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A11 of our G nts Tan Shoes
and Ladies Tan Shoes and
Oxfords
COST.
lf you want a pretty shoe, a
wearer, one to fit, the latest
toe, all sizes, any width last,
and if you want to save $1
lito 81.50 a pair on them,
This is Yoor Opportunity!
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Cour-univcral:ya:k ;eir _: in Om world.
oely by CHURCH RI CO., !Few York. Sent es 7rs everywhere.
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